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R. W. GOLDSMITH AND WALTER SALANTTHE VOLUME AND COMPONENTS
OF SAVING iN THE UNITED STATES
193-1937
R. W. GOLDSMITH
WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF
WALTER SALANT
THIs report of a new attempt to measure the volume and the
components of saving in the United States, made in the Research
and Statistics Section of the Trading and Exchange Division of
the Securities and Exchange Commission,' consists of two parts.
The text describes briefly the basic principles used in deriving
the estimates and presents a summary of the results of the calcu-
lations for 1933 through ig. The many controversies that
have been in progress during recent years concerning the con-
cepts and procedures usually involved in any attempt to meas-
ure saving have been discussed only in the briefestform and only
so far as discussion seemed essential to anunderstanding of the
methods actually used. The Appendix describes in some detail
the individual series used in building up the estimates, setting
forth the sources fromwhich the material was derived and ex-
plaining the adjustments made on the raw material.
Any calculation of the volume of saving is, to a considerable
extent, of a hypothetical or 'constructed'character, even more
so than the measurement ofnational income though less than
the estimation of national wealth. If we are not to lose ourselves
in a maze of confusion we must adhere to a consistent set of ac-
1This report has not been passed upon or approved by the Securitiesand Ex-
change Commission. Responsibility for the estimates or statementsmade rests
upon the authors.
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counting principles in our calculations, irrespectiveOf whetJ
they are actually applied by the parties to thetransactjo5
measure. For this study we have, with few exceptionsaccepted
the accounting principles now generally in useamong busine
enterprises and have tricd to apply them tounincorporatl businesses, households, and government units.
It has been claimed, however, that a scientificcalculation of
such magnitudes as national income, nationalwealth,
ment, and saving, should go a step further andmodify theac- counting methods current in businesspractice whereverad-
justment is necessary to make themconform to theconcepts developed by economic theory. In thisstudy we have madesuch
adjustments only on one of themost obvious and mostimportant points: we have tried to eliminate write-upsand write-downsand
capital gains and losses from thecalculation of saving. Astrong
case can also be made from a theoretical pointof vjw for the
elimination of inventory profitsand losses. Eliminatiotiof the difference between depreciationallowances calculatedon the basis of originalcost and of replacement cost alsodeserves serious
consideration but happensto be of small numericalimportance for the period studied.Inventory profits and lossesof corpora.
tions have not been excludedbecause the material is,as yet, lack- ing to eliminate themconsistently and becausedoubt existsas to how such an adjustmentshould be made.
The calculation ofthe volume andcomponents of saving in the United Statespresented in thispaper makes use, in general,
of methods andtechniques already appliedin this field and is based on statisticalraw material, most of whichis available to all students. Itclaims to differ fromprevious attempts ata com- prehensivemeasurement of the volumeof saving mainly in its
more consistent adherenceto ac-countingconcepts. The estimates
are, nevertheless, stillpreliminary and,on many points, far from
satisfactory. Many ofthe constituentseries can be improvedcon- siderably evenwithout the collectionof new basic data.2 That both the theoryof measuringsaving and the statisticalprocedures adequate for suchmeasurement are still ina rather rudimentary stage and havenot enjoyed thethorough discussion thathas gone
2Fora list of themajor deficiencjand sugg(jo0s foradditio,ial nialeijal needed for morecamisfanory e.stirnat,see Sec. IV,below.I BALANCE SHEET AND INCOME ACCOUNT METHO1)S
The change in the earned surplus of any accounting unit can be
ascertained both from its income account and from its balance
sheet. In the income account it appears as the difference between
(i) current income and (2) current expenses (including income
tax payments) plus dividend payments to equity owners(or other
entrepreneurial withdrawals), omitting from both sides all
valuation items, which include capital gains and losses.9 In the
OV balance sheet the earned surplus represents the difference be-
tween the depreciated cost of assets on the onehand, and liabili-
ties plus the net contribution to the enterprise by equity owners
iill on the other.t° The change in theearned surplus. as calculated by
the balance sheet method, therefore, is equal to the changein
1W- the depreciated cost of assets minus the change in theliabilities
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spective of whether calculated by (i) the sample balance sheet
method, (2) the overall balance sheet method, () the sample in-
conic account method, or () the overall income account method.
revaluation items throughout.
These two methods of measuring saving, which arefairly
familiar with respect to business enterprises canlikewise be
applied to households," non-profitorganizations,12 government
units and, finally, to tile nation as a whole. We may attempt to
find the total current income of all economicunits and to de-
duct their total current expenses as shown intheir actual or hypo-
thetical ('constructed') books. Or, we mayascertain for each
economic unit the change in its earned surplus(thus excluding
changes resulting from (a) net capitalcontributions and (b) re-
9 For more details see Sec. III, 2 below.
10 This contribution is calculated by subtracting fronithe total ainonhlt received
from equity owners in payment for the securitiesof the enterprise (irrespectie
of whether reflected on the books as capital orcapital surplus) the amounts re-
turned to them on the occasion of the retirement orrepurchase of equity securi-
ties. Revaluation items are excluded.
11 In the balance sheets of households no accountis taken of stocks of nuis-durable
consumers' goods (Le.. all consumers' goods excepthouses, automobiles, furniture,
and household machinery). This corresponds tothe omission of expenditures and
depreciation on non-durable consumers' goods fromthe inronle accoulhl measure-
ment of saving.
12 This group of economic unitS CoflI1)liSeS,$.g..lOulIdatiohls. univcriticS. hos-
pitals. and churches.222 PART 1Oij
valuations and c3pital gains and losses) and addthe figuresso
obtained.
In the process of adding the balance sheets ofall economic
units, all claims, liabilities, and debt securitiescancel out, leav-
ing among the assets only tangible property and the(cost or
capitalized) valuepf certain privileges (mainlypatents and simi-
lar rights) 18 with 'equity'as the balancing item on the right
side.14 The combined balance sheet of alleconomic units thus
reduces to a statement of the depreciatedcost of national physical
wealth (plus certain privileges) and itsultimate ownership.
2 SAMPLE AND OVERALL METHODS
For both the balance sheet and incomeaccount measurementan
attempt can be made to cover all accountingunits of a specific
type, or even all such units in the United States.Such attempts
may be designated the overall varieties ofthese two basic meth-
ods. Alternatively, calculations oftotal saving may be basedon
the records ofa relatively small sample of accounting units.
For the incomeaccount measurements, the overallapproach
demands data on or estimates ofthe total current incomeand
expenses of all accounting units. Such figurescan, in general,
be estimated only by indirectmethods, and with scant reliability
for household units. Forbusiness units and the federalgovern-
ment, on the other hand, theaggregations of profit and lossor
budget accounts providerelatively comprehensive andreliable
information.
As a rule, household andgovernment units do not compile,
and rarely publish, balancesheets. It is, therefore,not feasible
to measure changes in certainassets and liabilities of all house-
hold andgovernment units from aggregationsof compiled bal-
ance sheets, as can be done forcorporate business units. This
"This item, to which M. A.Copeland draws attention(see Discussion II) i probably very small incomparison to tangible property ifactual balance sheets are taken as the basis of alculation.
'4 ThIS statement is strictlycorrect only for a docdeconomy. If the consolidation is esrried through solely forone country, there also remainsan item, either on the assets or the liabilitie, side,reflecting the net balance ofinternatkrnal claims (induding ownership rights)or of international liabilities (indudingforeigners equity).SAVING AND ITS COMPONENTS 223
deficiency can be largely remedied by obtaining from other
sources statistical information on the total of certain assets and
liabilities of all household and government units.'
The sample methods, ordinarily used solely for household
units, always start from the balance sheets or income accounts of
relatively few units. Even the largest sample of this type, that
used by the National Resources Committee in its study of con-
sumer expenditures in the United States for the year 1935-36,
contained only about 43,000 households. The data in the sample
are then multiplied by appropriate coefficients to yield an esti-
mated figure for the total population from which the sam pIe 1V1S
taken.
3 COMIARAB1L1TY OF METHODS
Since both the balance sheet and the income account measure-
ment of saving do in principle yield the same figures, estimates
for different groups of accounting units derived by the two
methods can safely be combined. This substitutability of the two
measurements is of very great practical importance. The statis-
tical material at our disposal is such that the income account
measurement constitutes the only practicable approach for cer-
tain groups of accounting units while we are restricted for other
groups to the balance sheet measurement.
With the material now available the income method is, prac-
tically speaking, the only possible approach for government
units and the preferable approach for corporations. For house-
holds, on the other hand, we must work with the balance sheet
method since current and comprehensive data that would make
possible a determination of the saving of households by the in-
come account method are not available.
'5The bank deposits of all households, e.g.. can be derived with fair reliability
from banking statistics (which also show separately the deposits of government
units) supplemented by estimates of bank deposits oF business corporations de-
uved from their aggregated balance sheets. Or the change in the holdings of
securities by households (excluding realized and unrealized capital gains and
loses) can be calculated from statistics of new issues and retirements in con-
junction with information on changes in the security holdings of foreigners and
of domestic corporations and goerii1ncnt units.S
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4 METHODS USED IN TIlES STUDY
The figure for total savingpresented in this SttI(l'5 theSUfli of the estimated savingofindividuals,' farmeli tUrJ)flseScorIra dons and government units. TheSeries for savitigof
ilidivi(Iuals and farmers has been builtup from Separate
eStitijates ofthe change in individuals' andfarmers' equityin various
tyJ)es of assets with due consideration forchanges incorrespoxding typ of liabilities. The savingof governmentUnits and of
Corpora tions have been obtainedby subtracting fi-on,estimatedor re- ported current income thesum of current
expenses (excluding capital expenditures) anddividendpayments. The majorcomponents of total saving have,with fes'excep. dons, been builtup from ovciall catherthat, fromsample Statj tics.'Both incomeaccount and modifiedbalance sheetmeth- ods 'have been used, theformer forcorporations and forgov- ernnle,lt units, the latter forindividuals andfarmers
5 PREVmJs ATFEMPTO MEASURE SAVEN(;
To our knowledge,only twocomprehcnsi.eattempts have been made to measure savingin the tfnite(lStates by theincome ac- count method. The firstwas undcrtakeii by theBrookings Insti- tution for192g,' the second bythe NationalResources Corn. Enittee for theyear l93536.2s In both,the estjmatjo,of in. dividuals' savingwas based on the samplemethod. Therelations 16 The term individuals'always iclndcsIlnatta-besj individualshouseholds, crust funds, unincorporatednOn.agriculturbusinesses, andnon-profit makingor- ganizations such as churchesuniversities foundationsFor types of savingomitted in this studysee IV,below.
1TA few of themany basic series havebee,i derivei fromfigures that do not cover the entire field,but in many of thesethe data coverover go per cent of the entire field.Several overall figurestaken Ironother sourceswere derived by the originalestimators from largesamples. 18 The modification
icItroducc.J into Ihchalaa,ce sheet mcth(KIlies in Computing directly thc changesin particularassets and liahilie5and adding Ihcs change to obtain anaggregate figure for saviligwithout ever estiniatitigtotal act,,al net assets at any 'nolnelitof time. Thisniodificatiot, which hasboil, IJ,eorctj and practiral advantages, doesnot affect the principle
underl'.ing the balance shcct method of measuringsasing, 'Maurice Leven, H.G. Moult0,1antI Clark Warhijitoi,
111ericas Capacity to Con.cun, (BrookingsInstitution, O ontaijin a forthcomingreport: Corn Urnrr
jpj (oiled Slates.nited
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between saving and income for different levels of income ob-
tained in the Brookings study were used by several authors to
estimate saving for fairly long periods, sometimes more than a
decade distant from the base year, 1929.21
The only serious attempts to measure saving of individuals
over several years by the balance sheet method, of which we
know, were made by W. H. Lough for 1919 to 1931,22 and Walter
Lederer for 1025_aq3o.23 It is our opinion that 1)0th these at-
tempts, as well as several less comprehensive and less satisfactory
efforts, did not result in adequate and comprehensive estimates
because of their failure to approach the problem consistently
with the appropriate methods of accounting.
Ill Some Special Problems of Mea.surement
I STANDARD OF MEASUREMENT
All estimates of saving in this study are expressed, in principle
at least, in current dollars. For both theoretical andpractical
reasons no attempt has been made to reduce tile estimates ex-
pressed in current dollars of different years to any common de-
nominator. Foremost among these reasons is the absence of
any ultimate yardstick or physical measurementof saving that
21Clark Warburton, 'The Trend of Savings, igoo-iaq', Journal of Political Econ-
omy, XLIII (February 1935), 81-tol (for 1914 to1929);Mordecai Ezekiel, An
Annual Estimate of Savings by individuals', Review of &ononiic Statistics,XIX
(November 1937).178-91(for igi8 to 1935).
The estimates of saving derived by W. W. Leontiel for igig [Quantitative Input
and Output Relations in the Economic System of the United States'Review of
Economic Statistics, XVIII (August 1936), 105-25]. and 1929 [unpublished rnanu-
script] as a byproduct of his analysis of production and consumptionstatistic
may in essence he regarded as similar to theincome account measurement. They
differ, however, from the estimates of the Brookings Institutionand the National
Resources Committee in that no figures are obtained for thesaving of individuals
at different income levels.
22High Level Consumption (McGraw-Hill, ig).
23Jacob Marachak and Walter Lederer, Kapitalbildung(London. 1936).
24The calculations made by F. C. Dickinson and FranzyEakin for 1929 are
nearer in their methods to otir estimatesthan any of the other attempts and
indude figures both for the balance sheet and theincome account methods of
measuring saving- See A Balance Sheet of theNation's Economy, Bureau of Busi-
ness Research, University of Illinois,Bulletin No.(Urbana, Nov. 24. 1936).226 l'ARTQUR
would make it possible to compare the dollarvolume of saving
at different times.25
Quantitative data on saving acquire theireconomic meaning
chiefly in comparison withcontemJxrarv monetary magnitudes
(such as the national income)or in auanalysis of thevarious
components of the saving process. For thesepurposes, reductjo
to a common denominator obviously isunnecessary.
A particular problem is created throughthe use of deprecia
lion allowances, which in theiroriginal form often donot rep-
resent current values. This difficulty, whichwill be (liscussed
briefly below, exists only fornet saving.
2 REVALCATXON ITEMS
The change in the earnedsurplus over a period isequal to the
difference betweencurrent income and currentexpenses plus
dividend paymentsto equity owners, excluding allrevaluation items from both sides.These revaluation itemsare of three
types: (a) write-ups and write-downs;(b) the differencebetween cost and balance sheet valueof inventories, whichmay be re- garded as a specialcase of (a): (c) realized capitalgains and losses.
a) Current income isalmost unanimouslyheld not to include
profits and lossesrepresenting write-upsor write-clowns ofas- sets or liabilities. Attempts havebeen made in thisstudy to elim- inate such write-upsor write-downs whereverthey are ap- parent. It is possible, however,that a considerableamount of similar revaluationsincluded in the basicseries used in the
2 Deflation of theannual dolbr volume ofsaving liv a price index ofdurable good is not adequate (or thispurpose. Froma thcorctiral point of slewone might think of comparing theutility of theconsumption goods purchaMbleat a certain time with the sieldof a certain amount ofsating made at different times: or of the Utility. properlsdiscounted for the intersaluntil mamurits. of tIme most preferred bundle of'ields of the assetspurchable at different points of time with a certainamount of saing. See H. Makowerand J. Marschak. 'Astc. Prites and Mnnetam-s Theorc,&opmomica V Attgimm a66 The'e concepts, howeser, are toosaguc for translation intoactual nicasurenment With respect to the salueof investment.on the other hand,.1 vc'uain basis exists for the reduction toa common denominatorin the fact that iti1results in plant, equipment, andstocks measurable inphsic-1 quantities. Thepractical difficulties of findinga common denominatorand calculatradequate index numbees are, however,forbidding. See %I .A.Copelarm1 amid F. M.lartin, Uolume Tu'o, pp. $S-gq. io6-.SAVING AND ITS COMPONENTS 227
preparation of the final estimates may have escaped detection
and cliniivation.
Inventory profits and losses should also be eicluded from
current income and from earned surplus since they are essen-
tially equivalent to write-ups or writedowns.26 This adjustment
which, of course, is necessary only where figures from actual
books of account embodying such a difference are used (i.e., in
this study in the net saving or dissaving of corporations alone)
has not been made in the figures presented in this paper. This
admittedly important adjustment has been omitted because the
estimates of corporate saving also require other adjustments
(partly for the probable underreporting of profits and partly
for other revaluation items still included), some of which may
be in a direction opposite to the correction for inventory profits.
It therefore seemed preferable not to attempt, in an unsatisfac-
tory and incomplete way, a partial adjustment which might in-
crease the error rather than reduce it. We realize, however, that
a thorough reworking of the figures for corporate saving and
dissaving, consistently eliminating all revaluation items, is one
of the major prerequisites for satisfactory estimates of total na-
tionai saving.
Realized capital gains and losses likewise must be regarded
as revaluation items to be excluded from current income.27Since
saving has been defined for the purposes of this study as that
part of current income which is not spent on consumptiongoods
and services, the results of all revaluations of assets or liabilities
26 These inventory profits or losses consist of two items: (i) the difference between
the cost and the balance sheet valuation of inventories held at the beginning
and the end of the period of measurement. (2) the difference between the book
value and the market price at the time of consumption of inventories consumed
during the period of measurement in the process of production. See Simon Kuznets,
Volume One, p. 165.
On the pnsctical problems of eliminating inventory profits and losses, seei&id.,
pp. 145-56 and 165-72.
2T Unrealized capital gains and losses should, of course, always be excluded from
current income and from earned surplus. For discussion of theproblem of the
treatment of capital gains and losses in estimates of national income, seeVolume
One: M. A. Copeland, Part One, pp. 19. 20, 30-32, (tiscUsslon by Simon Kuzoets
and Dr. Copeland's reply; Clark Warburton, Part Two, pp. 97-101; Simon Kuznets,
Part Four, discussion by M. A. Copeland. Milton Friedman,and A. W. Marget.
and Dr. Kuznets' reply; and Volume Two: Roy Blough and W. W.Hewett, Part
Four discussion by M. A. Copeland, H. M. Groves. SimonKusnets George 0.
May. and H. C. Sitnons. and the reply by Blough and Hewett.S
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as well as realized and unrealized capital gains
and lOsses,in theory, do not enter into the calculation ofsaving ordissa'ing Using the income account method it ispossilile, thoughdif. cult in practice, to eliminate rcvaluationsand capitalgains an4 losses by properly adjusting the availablebasic data,which oft include such transactions amongcurrent incom.as Inthe overall balance sheet method elimination ofrevaluation itemsand capi. tal gains and losses is achievedautomatically ifcare is takennot to include revaluation itemsamong changes inassets and liab iii. tiCS.so
Write-downs occasionatly constitute onlyan acknowledgment ofregular de- preciation or obsolescence formerlyomitted from theaccounts; likewiseson write-ups represent merely thecancellation of excessive
depreciation allowancesof the past. See Fabricint, VolumeOne, pp. I33-i3. Whilesuch revaltiatiotismay, to some extent, be regarded as forniirigpart of the current income
accountit seems preferable to omit them, togetherwith all otherrevaluation items from both income and saving.
29 In the estimate of savingmade by the BrookingsInstitution capitalgaits and losses were included inincome and in saving.but separate figureswere shown so that an adjustmentis possible. Dickincotiand Eaki,i jcld'adsanos in values due to pricechanges' (which they takefront the ltrookingsestimates) in their calculated changein the nationalnet worth but show Ihensalso as a separate item (A Balnc Sheet,p. 29).
30 Capital gains andlosses on securities,Constituting the great bulkof all capital gains and losses, willnever appear directly in thesaving subtotal ttctabsorption of securiti&, becauseabsorption is calculauc(las the (titicretice between thegross proceeds from the issueof new securities flhinusPayments rcccired by inreston for securities maturedor retired, adjusted For thenet purchase or sales balance on account of securitytransactions by foreigners andfor changes in borrowing on securities. This series isobviously unaffected(except for the relativelyminor amount of gains or losseson internatiotwil transactiotis)by transactions in aireath outstanding securities thetype of transact lois givingrise to capital gainsor losses. However, realizedcapital gains (or losses),if not spent (or offsetby increased saving during theperiod ofmeasurement may appear at theend of the peried as an increase (or decrease)in certaimu assetsor liabilities other than securities of the indisidualmaking (or suffering)gains (or losses). But,and this is the essential point, sucha change irs the assetsor liabilities of the recipient ofcapital gains or losses isbalanced in the overallstatistica by an opposite changeiii the assets or liabilities ofother ecolloislic units,.ssuItning that ls)ch purchase and sale occur within theperiod oftncasureuuietsr and that capitalgaitis or losses are retained in theform in which theyare originally made, e.g.. in cash,an increase (decrease) inthe cash holdingsof the gainer (loser)will be offset by a decrease (increase) inthe cash balanceof the other partsto the transaction or an Increase (decrease)in his borrowingon SCcuirjtiesIn either case, (he aggregate figures quite correctlyshow no saving.Where one of theparties is a foreigner,4
a1
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3DEPRECIATION
The treatment of depreciation allowances, which constitute the
difference between gross and net saving, raises no problems not
already discussed in connection with the estimation of national
income.3' These problems are connected mainly with (i) the de-
termination of the useful life of durable assets,(2)the method
of distributing total depreciation charges on a durable asset
over its entire useful life, () the question whether depreciation
charges should be based on the original or the replacement cost
of durable assets.
For this study the depreciation charges as entered in the books
of corporations have provisionally been accepted as adequate re-
flections of the depreciation accruing on the durable assets of
'corporations. There is probably little objection to this treat-
ment so far as the determination of the useful life of durable
assets and the distribution of depreciation allowances over it are
concerned. Accounting practices are anything but consistent
and vary from firm to firmand year to year, but we possess
neither an economic theory of depreciation sufficiently consistent
or of sufficiently general acceptance to justify a systematic cor-
rection of the figures entered in the books of corporations, nor
would it be possible to carry through such an adjustment in
practice.
The relative merits of original or replacement cost as the
basis for depreciation allowances are still subject to controversy.
Depreciation allowances are, in fact, based on a conglomeration
of pure historical cost, historical cost affected by revaluation,
replacement cost, and arbitrary values, with historical cost prob-
ably prevailing to an extent not exactly determinable. Strict
the offsetting item is absent and a saving (dissaving) is shown, again as it should
be.
The psychological effect of capital gains (or losses), whether realized or not,
may nevertheless affect consumption expenditure. An increase in wealth which
appears as a windfall rather thais as a result of saving out of ordinary income is
likely to result in increased consumption expenditure, particularly when the gain
is realized. The resulting increase in expenditures has repercussions which may
and probably will affect income and saving as compared to the level that would
have existed had there been no capital gain. Such indirect effects will be reflected
in the statistics as they should be, but the capital gain, as such, will not be.
31 See particularly Volume One, Parts One, Three and Four.230
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adherence to the principle of replacementco'%oLlld inany case be extremely difficult since assets Writtenoff orabando11 generally are not replaced by physicallyidentitalPieces of prop. city, a fact which makes it almost impossibleto determineactual replacement costs. Adjustment ofdepi-eciatiotallowanceswhjch are based on cost, by an index of prices ofmachinery aridequip. ment, therefore, does not solve the problem.It so happens
that for the period covered by this studythe differencebetveen de- preciation based on cost andon replacement valuesis,apparently numerically smaH.32 These theoreticaland practicalreasons have inducedUSnot to make any adjustmentsin the reporteddepre. ciation allowances ofcorporations.
The depreciation allowanceson the (lUrableassets held by individuals, farm enterprises,and government
organiza[j0n5 had to be estimated for thepurpose of this study.The dataon the value of the durableassets to be depreciated
are subject to such a wide margin oferror and the assumptionsthat hadto be made with respectto the useful life of thediffereit types ofsuch assets so rough that itseems inadvisable atpresent to Consider
a refinement such as an adjustmentfor the differencebetween replacement value andcost.
4 DEMARCATION OF CURREN1-EXPENSES
The demarcationof the types ofexpenses to be regardedas cur- rent, which by exclusiondetermines capitalexpenses, is neces- sarily somewhatarbitrary. For thisstudy it has been decidedto includeexpenses on durableconsumers goods, as wellas those on durable goods usedby business andgovernment, as 'capital expenses'.I)tirable Consumers'goods have leen definedSOas to include not only houses,but also autornol)jlesand certain other types of consumers'goods that ordinarilyhave a life ofmore than ayear. namely furnitureand householdmachinery and equipment. Expenditureson some types ofconsumers' goods that wouldordinarily lastmore than a year have thusbeen in. cluded amongcurrent expenses. A finesegi-egation in the field of these minordurableconsumers' goods, however,is of little importance for thestatistical results.
"See Volume One,p. 129.
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TREATMENT OF iNTERNATIONAL TRANSACTIONS
The object of measurementis the combined change in the
earned surpitis of all residents of the United States. The material
is such that for boththe income account and the balance sheet
measurements certain adjustments have to be made in the figures
to eliminate changesattributable to persons residing outside the
United States.
Where the income account measurement is used, i.e., for gov-
ernment units and business corporationsadjustment is neces-
sary only sofar as part of the net saving or dissaving reflected
in a change in the earned surplus must beimputed to foreigners
or' the basisof their ownership of a certain proportion of the
equity. Since forcigners, over the period covered bythis study,
probably owned not more than about 3 per cent of thetotal
equity in all domestic corporations,34 the errorcommitted by
not segregating the correspondingshare of foreigners in the
change in the earned surplus of domesticcorporations is neces-
sarily very small. This omission, moreover, may beeither com-
pensated for or aggravated by the failure to make separateallow-
ance for the equity ofAmericans in changes in the undistnl)uted
earned surplus of. foreign corporations (other thanconsolidated
subsidiaries).
Where changes in certain items of assets andliabilities have
been used in measuring saving (i.e., in the caseof individuals and
farmers) the portions attributable to individualsresiding outside
the United States must be deducted in eachinstance. This has
been done, although but roughly, for bankdeposits and securi-
ties held by foreigners and for foreigners'equity in insurance
contracts with American companies.35The impossibility of mak-
ing similar adjustments for other items of assetsand liabilities,
e.g., individuals' equity inbuilding and loan associations,is
probably of no practical importance. Notenough information is
34 Total capital stock and surplus of alt corporationssubmitting balance sheets
to the Treasury amounted to about Si to billion in 1935.while the value of all
foreign investments in domestic corporate stock maybe estimated on the basis
of Department of Commerce figures to have linctua tedbetween about S3 and $!
billion from 19M to ig. See the Balance or kuternalional Payments of the U. S.
Ifl J937, p. 64.
a5 The residual aedit in the balance of international paymentssuggests that
present statistics understate foreigners° acquisitionsof cash and securities.S
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available to make it possible to adjust forthe cflanin thde posits of American individualifivestors with foreignbanksand in their equity in contracts with foreignlife insul-allceCOfl flies; both items, however, may beassumed to havebeen very small.36
tJ DUPLICATIONS
The method of measuring savingemployed in thisStUtIitj claimed, excludes all duplicationsthat haveso beset attenp5t measure saving by the balance sheetmethod, l)uplicatjoii.are theoretically avoided under thismethod becausechanges in the earned surplus (exclusive ofrevaluation items) of(htiferenteco- nomic units are independent olone another in theSCIISC that an increase or decrease in thesurplus of one unit isflOE reflected in a similar change in that of anotherunit. Changes inassets or in liabilities that arenot reflected n a changein the earnedsurplus of an economicunit do not in principleenler into the caictifa. tions and thereforecannot give rise to duplicatioii,a
IV TheConzponeizt5 ofthe Saving E.stimaiec
I COM1'ON1' SERIES
The followingseparate series, described inmore detail in the Ap- pendix, have been usedin estimatingnational saving:
i. Saving of individuals
Change in individuals'holdings of currency anddeposits in banks and PostalSavings System
Change in individuals'cquitv iii building andloan associa- lions
G A minor problemis raised by thetreat incut of the capital brought in by itflnhigranls or removed bypersons transfcrring theirresidence abroad. The cc usel in liii'. studs alss-aitittude a..ctuid liabilities (JIall peiom re siding within the I mniedStates. Annual changes,therefore, include items that reflect the liiiidIscought in by iinniigrafltsor removed Its enligi-ants and belong to the Qpitalaccount rather than to thecurrent income account, There is no POssibility at J)rcSeiiLof estilnatitig theseitems or of (liStiil)itting (Itemamong the different forms ofassets and liahjlitj1ç olcndjvitt,i;ilc 3T In applyitigthe principle, howeverthereisapossibility of dupliations because itis not feasibleto coin)utc (lit' (haflgcs in eat ned Sn rpluc for each unit individually,In practice thechange in enticed surplus of individuals0 computed for them asa group from the changesin their assets and liabilities.
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C) Change in individuals' equity in insurance and pension con-
tracts (measured by the total assets less borrowings and policy
loans of insurance companies; includes Social Security
funds 38 and state and municipal trust funds)
Change in individuals' equity in securities (measured by de-
ducting from the new issues sold for cash, retirements at or
before maturity, and adjusting for net purchases or sales by
foreigners and by domestic institutions and for changes in
individuals' borrowings on securities)
Change in individuals' equity in houses (measured by the
value of construction of one to four family urban houses
minus depreciation and adjustment for changes in residen-
tial mortgage debt outstanding and for loss of residences to
non-individuals through foreclosure)
1) Change in individuals' equity in passenger cars (measured by
the value of domestic retail sales minus depreciation and ad-
justed for changes in instalment debt outstanding)
g) Change in individuals' equity in other durable consumers'
goods, mainly furniture and household machinery (measured
as in Item (1) )
2. Business saving
Corporate saving (net earnings, adjusted for capital gains and
losses, minus cash dividends paid)
Business saving of farmers (measured by the value of farm
construction, the sale value of farm machinery and the invest-
ment in livestock minus depreciation on farm buildings and
equipment. adjusted for changes in farm indebtedness and
loss of farms to non-individuals through foreclosure)
.Government saving
Federal government (measured by the difference between cur-
rent receipts and current expenditures, i.e., excluding capital
outlays, minus depreciation on government property)
States and territorial subdivisions (measured, in principle, in
thc samc way as for the federal government).
2 SOURCES AN!) CHARACTER OF DATA
The sources from which the figures were derived are described in
detail in the Appendix. It may suffice here to mention briefly the
main sources of the material utilized in our calculations. Most
See the discussion by Dr. Dulles and Dr. Coim regarding the assignment of
growth of Social Security funds to individual saving and our reply.
3 Saving by farmers in other forms is included with individuals' saving.S
2S4 1''RT
of the series used in estimating saving (ififldi'sidtiajs havebeen derived from the usual financial andprOdctjstatisticsal though adjustments have often beennecessary to makethe data conform as closely as possible to theconcepts used. However,
One of the main series, the change in individuals'equity insecuritj is based to a large extent on newly assembleddata,°
For corporate saving our estimatesare based on theS1atisti ofIncome of the Treasury Department.There isreason to k. lieve that they understate the actualamount of corporatesaving because of the tendency toreport to the TreasuryDepartmentas unfavorable a picture ofnet income as is compatiblewith the law.' Inventory profits and losses,bad debts, andWrite-ups and write-downs, other thaii gainsand losses realizedon the sale of
capital assets, have not beeneliminated.
The data for saving of the federalgovernment have been de rived from variousstatements of income andexpenditure by the Treasury Department. Theyare very tentative becausethe
Treasury Department failsto separate in itsaccounts current and capital expenditures.42
The estimate for stateand localgovernments is still rougher
It is based chieflyon published estimates by theNational Indus-
trial Conference Boardand the Twentieth CenturyFund and on estimates of non-federalpublic construction bythe Department of Commerce.
3 DEFICIENCIES OF MATERIAL
It is realized thatalmost everyone of the numerous series from
which the estimateshave been builtup can well stand refinement
and improvement.In severalcases the changes to be expected
will be small enoughin size and diverseenough in direction to be withoutappreciable effecton main subtotals or grand totals. In others, however,the correctionsare likely to be in a definite 40 Selected Statisticson Securjtjand on Exchange Markets(Securities and Et changeommissjon. August 1939).Parts I and If
41 J F. Ebersole, S.S. Burr, and G. M.Peterson found that for104 industnal corporatiop net income for1923 through 1926 inreturns to the Treasury aver- aged about 12per cent below that inpublished reports ('Income Forecasting by the use of Statjqj,of Income Data'Rn'jeu' of &ono,fllf Statism-sXi (1929). 178).
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directioft year after year and to be sufficiently large to alter ma-
terially at least some of the major components of the aggregate.
The series used iii preparing the estimates are of very different
completeness and reliability. Probably the widest margilk of error
exists in the tentative figures developed to measure the saving of
the various government units. A considerable and probably
systematic error also affects the estimates for business saving. Of
the series measuring individual saving, the figures for saving in
the form of durable consumers' goods other than houses and
automobiles are little more than guesses. Of the other series,
those for individual saving through cash and bank deposits and
through insurance are probably subject to the relatively smallest
amount of error.
The most important improvements in the statistical material
needed in order to obtain fairly reliable estimates of total saving
and its components by the method adopted in this study are listed
below.
Estimates for the net construction and equipment expenditures
and net changes in inventories of unincorporatedenterprises other
than farmsitems now simply omitted because of lack ofmaterial
A new series for corporate saving, eliminating both theunder-
statement inherent in the use of uncorrected Treasuryfigures and the
writeups and write-downs and other revaluation items nowincluded
A new, or rather the first, comprehensive estimateof the saving
of government units
Estimates of changes in the equity ofindividuals in buildings
other than one to four family housesomitted becauseof lack of data
An improved estimate of changes inindividuals' equity in du-
rable consumers' goods other than houses andautomobiles, particu-
larly of changes in consumers' indebtedness
Information on the purchase and sale of non-tax-exemptsecuri-
ties by non-financial corporations and data onindividuals' borrowing
on securities (now lumpedwith similar borrowing by corporations),
both series necessary for an adequatecalculation of individuals'
equity in securities
Information on other forms of indebtednessof individuals and
unincorporated businesses to corporationsand government units
Samples of detailed balance sheets ofindividuals on various income levels.
particularly in the upper levelsan itemrightly stressed by Dr. Hart in Dis-
cussion IVwould go tar to fillthe gaps indicated under (d),(e). and (g).236
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ii) information011the composition of theJ)CIsIStCijtICSi(1111J(re(1,t in the balance of interniona1payiuciits 1 hi.uedit i bdd
to represent unreported acquisitions of (:ash01C( w itib Itu Cia Failure to report such acquisitionsleads to ano ci sta[einciitof in. creases in domestic holdings and theretoiebanocrstateiii&nt of saving.
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Tile main seriesmaking up these totalsare Summarized in Table i. Sources andmethods of calculationare described in the
Appendix. These figuresare very tentative andsome hat incoin- plete (see Sec. IV,above). It isas yet impossible in calculations
of this type toachieve a high degree ofaccuracy, the more so since there is noassurance that the errors insome series will be com-
pensated by errors in theopposite direction in others.Rounding off the figuresto the nearest halfbillion, or to thenearest one hundred millionas in Table1,serves to eniphasiie the 1pproxi- mate nature of all thefigures andto avoid too unjustifiedan appearance of precision
It is likely thatthese preliminaryestimates for total saving
somelvilat understatethe amount ofsaving, mainly because of the underestimationof corporate saving,tile omission of net in-


























In evaluating these figures for total net savingin the United
States, it is important to remember that the sameabsolute
I, amount of saving or dissaving may meanquite different things
for the economic process as a whole depending onhow it is made
up. There is, first, a considerabledifference between saving in the
form of repayment of indebtedness or of hoarding,which inter-
rupts the flow of income, and savingof equal magnitude that re-
Elects the acquisition of newly produced assets.Thus the type of
assets in which saving appears isof considerable importance. The
same addition to assetsordinarily will lead to a more precarious




Currency and deposits -1.2+2.5 +2.6±3.9 +0.5+8.3
Bldg. and Loan associations -o.6-41.3-0.4-41.2-0.1-i.6
Insurance and pension reserves +o.+14 +1.9+2.7 +2.9+g-.i
Through absorption 01 securities +0.5 -1.0 -2.5+0.!+0.6 -2.1
In Durable Consumers' Goods
Non.farm dwellings -0.3 -1.7 -o.8 0.0--0.2-3.0
Automobiles -0.7 -.04 +0.2+0.3 +0.7-1-0.1
Other -1.0 -0.5 -0.3 +0.6 + 1.0-0.2
Total -2.8 0.0+0.9+7.4 +5.4 + 10.
Business saving
Agriculture -0.2 -0.4 -0.1+0.2+0.2-41.5
Corporate -3W' -2.5 -1.5 -1.2 -0.9 -9.2
Government saving
State and Local +0.5+0.5+0.6 +1.1+'.-i+4.'
Federal -0.5 -2.0 -2.0 -2.8 --0.5-7.8
Total national saving -6.a-4.4 -2.1+4.7 +5.6 -2.3
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vcstnlent in plant and inventory by unincorporated business, and
the omissiofl of an apparent decrease in certain types of floating
debts of individuals owed to corporations and government units.
On the other hand, saving by state and local governments is proi-
ably overstated somewhat because of the incompleteness of cer-
tain depreciation charges.
TABLE 1




to inventories than when it takes the form ofnew durablegOods. Among durable goods, again, saving inthe form ofdurable owner-operated consumers' goods is likelyto lead to shorter
dis- turbances in the existing price andproductionStructure than saving that reflects additions to the stockof durableproducers' goods. Aside from the type of thenew assets, themethod of fj. nancing also makes a considerabledifference. Anincrease in stockholders' equity usually raises fewerfinancial problemsthan a similar increase that finds itscounterpart in an additionto the debt structure. Finally, thesame amount of net savingmeans something quite different if it isa result of large grosssaving and large depreciation allowancesthan if bothare small; a largerpro- duction of durable goods isimplied in the firstcase than in the second.
2 COMPONENTS OF NETSAVING,
At least as much importanceand interest attachesto the data on
the components of savingas to the estimates ofaggregate saving discussed in the precedingsection. As a matter offact, methods like those used in thisstudy provide the onlyway of obtaining
information on changesin the structure ofthe savingprocess; the proportion ofnational income savedcould as easily beesti- mated from statisticsof the volume ofinvestment.
a) Individual, business,and government saving
The first striking factthat emerges fromany quantitative analysis of the savingprocess from iq to1937 is the predominance of
individual saving. Inthese liveyears individual saving is esti- mated to haveaggregated about $ii billion while business and
government units showeddissaving of about$9.5 and $i billion
44 These distint005apply with consjderal)Icforce to a comparison between the situation in 1936-37 andthe late 'tweftI, i6-a not inconsiderable part of net savingreflectesi repanIeiit ofifldcl)te(llse-particularly of residential mortgage debt and borrowingson securities Cash and bankdeposits among the increase in assets ofindividuals and inventoriesof raw materials and finished goods among the increasein a&sets of businessenterprises, were apparently much more important, bothabsolutely and relatively,ihan ilk the late 'twenties. On the other hand, themuch higher ratio ofgross to net saving in 1936-37 meant that the sameamotlist of net savingreflected larger expenditureson durable goods, and thusa larger effect on theeconomic system than a decade earlier.:r
respecttVClY.In 1933 and 1934 none of the three major groups
showed net saving, the netdissaving of business being by far the
largest item. In 1935and 1936 individuals were the only major
group withpositive saving. Even in 1q37, when the current in-
come of governmentunits seems to have exceeded their current
expenses individualscontributed by far the largest part of total
national saving.46
b) Direct and indirectindividual saving
Closer analysis mustdistinguish two types of saving by individ-
uals, which may becalled direct and indirect net saving. Direct
net saving (ordissaving) takes the form of a change inthe equity
of individuals in individuallyowned and operated durable con-
sumers' goods. Indirect saving representsthe acquisition by an
individual of a money claim ofdetermined amount (or the reduc-
tion of a debt ofdetermined amount) or of a participationin the
equity of a business enterprise.
For 1933-37 as a whole,direct individual net savingis esti-
mated to have been negative tothe extent of over $billion, as
new purchasesof durable consumer goodsby individuals were
not sufficient to snake upin full for the accruingdepreciation on
the existing stock of suchgoods and the increase ininstalment
debt. However, while there wasconsiderable direct dissaving
during 1933-35 new purchasesexceeded depreciation andin'
aease in instalmentindebtedness by about $2.5billion in the
two years 1936 and 'g37together. Individuals' equityin non-
farm dwellings declined in every year;for automobiles andother
durable consumers' goods the excessD1936 and 1937 of new
purchases over depreciationand increase inconsumers' indebt-
edness was virtually sufficient tocancel the shortage thathad per-
sisted from 1933 to 1935.
4 Corporate dissa's'ingcould probably lxconsideral)lY smaller if morenearly
correct figures could becalculated and might even bepositive in a few years.
This correction, however,would not invalidate thegeneral statement that over
the period as a whole businessand government showed a netdis-saving and that
positive saving was restricted toindividuals.
46 It should be remembered thatsaving in the form ofSocial Security reserves
and trust funds of governmentunits is classified here assaving of individuals.
If it were classified as governmentsaving, these statenientSwould still be correct.
the preponderance of individualsa'.ing being nsateriall'reduced only in
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)S/rut/u, r of indirect individual .saving
A further breakdown of indirectindividualSaving, Whichcon. tuted most of the nation'snet saving over thelast sixyears, j necessary to bring the relevant factsout adcquatel)T'Ierewas but little individual savingthrough absorptionof securitiesA a matter of fact, over the periodas a whole, ifldj'jdtijIs
are esti- mated to have reduced theirholdings of securities(abstracting from changes in the valueof securities held)about $billiofl,'T Only ini93, 1936,and did individualsspend moreon the purchase of securities thanthey received fromissuers forsectirj ties retired or fromforeigners or fInanciallflSLltutIOfl5 forsecuri- ties bought from individualsin the open market.However these relatively small purchasebalances wereiiiore than conlpeIItc(j
for by the largereduction in holdings iniqand 1935, toa great extent the result of foreignpurchases of stocks andredemption5 and institutionalpurchases ofcorporate bonds,
In the final analysis,then, individualsaving wasrestricted ex- clusively to increasein (i) individuals'cash and bankdeposits and (2) individuals'equity in insuranceand pensioncontracts,48 For tile periodas a whole, individualsaving in the formof an increase of cashand bank depositsamounted to over $8 billion while individuals'equity in insuranceand pensioncontracts increased nearly $9.5billion. Theaverage annual saving in these two main forms ofindirect saving,therefore, amountedto over $3.5 billiofl.
3 GROSs SAVING
Gross saving,the sum ofnet saving anddepreciatioii allowances on producers' andConsumers' goods,rose rapidly from about$5.5 billion iniqto about Si8hillioin I97. Our estimatesof
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gross Saving for eachofthe years193-37,again rounded to the
nearest half billion dollars, are as follows (in billions of dollars):
VI Comparison with other Estimates of Saving
and Investment
1 NET SAVING
A direct check on our figures is providedbya comparison with
the (as yet unpublished) estimate of saving of individuals in the
year ended June 30, 1936, prepared by theNational Resources
Committee from material collected in connection with the Con-
sumer Purchases Study. The expenditures on durable consum-
ers' goods other than houses are not included in saving, and de-
preciation on consumers' durable goods is omitted throughout;
otherwise, however, the definitions coincide fairly well with those
adopted in our study. To make comparison possible an estimate
has been prepared, by the methods used in our calendar year
estimates, of individual saving for the year ended June 30, 1936.
The estimate so derived, after eliminating net saving or dissaving
in consumers' durable goods other than houses, coincides fairly
closely with the calculations of the National Resources Commit-
tee, both indicating about $6 billion (beforedepreciation on
houses).5°
ODirect comparison of our estimates with those developedby Ezekiel. op. cit.,
(or each year 1918-55 by a method similar to thatapplied to 1911-29 data 1)\
Warburton. op. cit., is not possible because Dr. Ezekiel'sfigures covcr only saving
by income tax payers (i.e., individuals with an annual netincome of over$1 ,i)
and do not include the change in indi''iduals' equityin automobiles and other
durable consumers' goods.
Dr. EzekieFs estimates are based on theincome statistics of thetreasury
Department and the ratios of saving to total incomeat dillci'eiit income levels
as determined by the BrookingsInstitution for1929. Infact, the estimates repre-
sent nothing but a weighted aggregateof the income of taxpayers in the different








The most important checkupon our estimatesof savingare the calculatOflS of net investulent,I.e.. the valueofexpenditure on durable goods minus depreciation,adjusted forchanges in j. ventories not resulting from pricechanges and forthe foreign balance.
comparison is possible. first, withestimates ofexpenditureso durable goods prepared by Mr.Terborgh o' theDivision ofRe- search and Statistics. Boardof Governors ofthe FederalRe- serve System.Since Mr. Terborgh'sfigures donot includethe value of changes in inventoriesor in the foreignbalance, these two items must be addedto his figure to makethemcomparable with our estimates ofsaving. The estimatesindicatenet aggre- gate disinvestment and dissavingrespectively ofabout $8and $12.5 billion for1933-35. and positiveaggregate investmentand saving of about$13and $io billion,respectively, fori6 and 1937. Most of the discrepancyoccurs in1935and 197,wlien estimated saving isconsiderably belowcalculatednet invest- ment.52
The differencesare considerably largerbetween theestimates of saving presentedin thispaper and the figuresfor net invest- ment (excludingdurable consumers'goods other thanhouses) calculated byKuzncts.53 Kuznets'estimates fornet investment
of the estimatestherefore reflects onlythe changes in theincome structureof individual taxpayersand does not allowfor changes inthe propensityto sase for incomes ofequal size, whichmay well be ofconsiderable importance.See W. L. Crum,'Individual Sharesin the NationalIncomc, Review ofEconomic Statistics, XVII(November1935),1 ifl-3o; E. W. Gilboy.'Thcropensitv to Consume', QuarterlyJournal of Economics,LIII (Novemberig8). 120-40. Although Dr. Ezekiel'sestimates cover thesaving of onlypart of the popula. tion, his absolutefigures for1933-35 are considerablyhigher than thosepresented in this paper.This is probablydue mainlyto two factors: (i) hisestimates in- clude capitalgains whichwere particularlylarge in 1929. thebase sear for the saving ratins usedthroughout; (2) theyexclude individualswith a net income of under $i ,000 who,as is known fromother sources,are responsible (ora con- siderable amountof dissaving.
si The figuresfor net expenditures
on durable goods in1929 prices base been kindly suppliedby Mr. Terborgh.
32 Virtuallythe same figuresare used in estimating
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arehigher throughout than our figuresfor net saving (excluding
net savingreflected in purchases and depreciation of durable con.
sumers' goods otherthan houses). For i net investment
according to Kuznets wasnegative to the extent of over $4 billion
while our figures show netdissaving of about $10 billion. For
1936 and 1937estimated net saving of less than $8 billion com-
pared with calculated netinvestment of over $13.5 billion.54
Both comparisons suffer because:(i) the estimates of saving
imply a book value measurementof changes in inventories
whereas in the estimatesof capital formation the change inin-
ventories is adjusted for pricechanges; (2) the estimates of saving
omit the change in non-corporateinventories whereas the esti-
mates of capitalformation include the change ininventories of
all business enterprises; (3)the estimates of capital formation ap-
parently include certain commodities,the purchase of which is
often regarded as a current expensein the books of business cor-
porations. Had it beenpossible to adjust the saving figuresfor
revaluation of corporate inventoriesand also to include the value
of changes in non-corporateinventories, dissaving (and therefore
the discrepancy betweenthe estimates of saving andinvestment)
would probably have been greaterin i933 and 1934 than isindi-
cated above. In '95 andparticularly ig7, and probablyalso in
1936, positive saving would havebeen greater. however,and the
discrepancy would have beenless.
to 2 GROSS SAVING
0. Our estimates of gross savingfor each of the years 1933 tO1937,
together with the estimatesof gross investment byKuznets and
Terborgh, are shown in thetable below to the nearesthalf bil-
lion dollars. This comparisonis affected by thedifferences just
mentioned in the preceding section.
4Let none assume that any difference asshown here between theestimates of
saving and those of investment measuresthe divergence betweensaving and in-
vestment during a given period.Both sets of figures areundoubtedly still affected
with a margin of error so largethat differences of theorder of magnitude in-
dicated here may be nothing but theresult of the imperfectionsof one or both
sets of estimates. They arecertainly not able todisprove the theoretically
demonstrated equality of nvestmentand saving measured apostenofl for any
penod.244
I Change inCurrency andDeposits in Banksand Postal
Savings Systemheld byIndividuals (Table1)
In order todevelop a series forthe cash holdingsof individuals it is necessaryto prepare twomain subtotals:first, total volumeof currency, and bank andPostal Savingsdeposits in the handsof the public; second,the amount ofsuch cash held byforeigners and by domesticflon-individ,jals Thesecond subtotalmust be sub- tracted from thefirst in orderto arrive atan estimate ofcurrency and depositholdings ofdomestic individuals 1.Totalcurreflc1 outside banksand U. S. Treasury.Ob- tained from theDivision of Researchand Statistics,Board of Gov- ernors of the FederalReserve SystemIt is basedon a calculation of totalmoney in circulationoutside the Treasuryand the Fed- eral Reservebanks and figuresforcurrency in the hands of banks, reported by theComptroller ofthe Currencyfor all bankson June 30 and bythe FederalI)eposi[ II1suraneCorporation for insured bankson Decemberi of 1934 andsucceeding years. 55 Througo,, thisstudy th termI"diyjdtial' is usedto iridude unincorporated businees (otherthan farms),trust funds and
nofi-J)rofltmaking institutionc such as churehand Univeesjtj
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(.ROS IN%Lcr%fF.,fI
FSFIM.STI. KI INS: 15 ON TFRsoRC,I 's
OROSSSAS'INC I JStl%fj,E STlMIL 2 '933 35½ $7'/2 361/2 I34 7½
1935
14 1936 '7½ a,
1937 18i/ 25 23 1 Includitig consumers'durable commodities.
2 To Terborgh's figureshase been added theadditions or reduct,115in (according to the estimatesof Kuznets) and the foreignbalance oncurrent account to make the figurescompardhle with those in theother two coIuin5.
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ChANGE ININDIVIDUALS' HOLDINGS OF CURRENCY AND DEPOSITS
IN BANKS AND POSTAL SAVINGS SYSTEM
(millions ofdollars)
tTotal currency outside banks
and U. S. Treasury
2All bank deposits. cxci. in-
ter-bank deposits
Deposits in Postal Savings
System
Deposits of Postal Savings
System in banks
items in process of coiled ion
by banks i,i8o1,176




8 Currency and depositsof
financial corp. cxci. banks 1,6981,659




iDeposits of foreigners 7'5 390
isDeposits of foreign banks
with Federal Reserve banks
13Deposits of foreign banks
with U. S. commercial banks
19 Change in currencyand de-



















domestic individuals in open
domestic banks and Postal
Savings System (6I4) 34.51631,504
i6 Annual change 3.012
17Change in U. S. currency
held abroad go
18Change in individuals' de-





1,687 881 947 Soi
2.6013.0793,2633.256
4961,0561.3251,437
19 29 99 172














2.All bank deposits excludingin/cr-bank depos i/s.A revision of figures appearing in theFederal ReserveBulletin, alsoob- tained from the Division ofResearch andStatistics Boardof Governors of the Federal ReserveSystem. It doesnot include de- posit liabilities of FederalReserve banks (whichconsist Onlyof deposits held by domesticor foreign banks and theU. S. Treas. ury) but does include thoseof the major privatebanks.
Deposits in Postal SavingsSystem. Taken fromthe Federal Reserve Bulletin.
Deposits of Postal SavingsSystem in banks.Also taken from the Federal ReserveBulletin. In orderto avoid duplicatjo0 it must be deductedfrom total depositsof banks.
Items in process ofcollection by banks. Inorder to avoid duplication this figuremust be deducted fromthe reportedtotal of deposits becauseitems in theprocess of collectionare included in the depositsreported by the banksof both thepayor and the payee. The figureswere obtained from theDivision of Research and Statistics, Boardof Governors of theFederal ReserveSys- tem; they are a few milliondollars higher thanthe publishedfig- ures for insured banksonly. Thereported data are knownto be too low becausesome banks report theircollection items under the heading duefrom banks'.
Total currencyand deposits,adjusted. Sum of items1, 2, and,less items4 and.It is the first mainsubtotal referredto in the openingparagraph of this section.
Currency and depositsof non-financialcorporations. The primary source forthis estimate for1932-36 is Statistics of In- come) published bythe Bureau ofInternal Revenue.This vol- ume contains thetotal cashreported by corporatioiissubmitting balance sheetswith their incometax returns. Figuresfor these corporations are raisedslightly tocover all cOrporations. The figure forigwas derived byreducing the i6figure g per cent. Thispercentage representsthe change incash held by 385 corporations asreported by theStandard StatisticsCompany. The estimateshould beregarded as preliminaryand subject to Considerable revision.
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banks.For 1932-36 the figure for financial corporations submit-
ting balan:e sheets, other than banks, was made available by the
Bureau of rnternal Revenue. Deposits of mutual life insurance
companies and building and loan associations are included. The
figure for 1937 was assumed to be15per cent less than in 1936,
the same as the percentage decline in the cash holdings of 49 life
insurance companies reported in the annual proceedings of the
Association of Life Insurance Presidents. The estimate is also
subject to revision, which may be drastic, when Statistics of In-
come for 1937 is published.
g.U. S. Government deposits in domestic commercial banks.
For 1934-37, taken from the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora-
tion call reports for insured banks. For1932and 1933 estimates
were made from reports for member banks by multiplying these
figures by the ratio between U. S. Government deposits in in-
sured banks and in member banks in 1934-37.
10.Deposits of other public bodies. Obtained in same man-
ner as item g. The duplication referred to in the explanation of
item 5 is also involved in item i o because these figures were taken
from bank statements. The outstanding checks of state and local
governments are large but neither their size nor the change
therein can be estimated. The debits of state and local govern-
ment were reported only beginning with the week ended Febru-
ary 8, 1939, when they amounted to $360 million.
1 i.Deposits of foreigners. Figures for year-ends beginning
with 1932 taken from The Balance of international Payments of
the United States for 1937, Table 36, p. 87.
12.Deposits of foreign banks with Federal Reserve banks.
This item, which appears in the statement of the condition of
Federal Reserve banks, must be added to total deposits because
item i i, which is to be deducted, includes foreigners' deposits
with Federal Reserve banks, whereas the total deposits from
which the deduction is to he made do not. In Table I this addi-
tion is performed by deducting the item from the deductions.
i. Deposits of foreign bankswith U. S. commercial banks.
Based on Federal Reserve Board and Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation reports for member and insured banks. This itemmust also be added backto total depositsbecause itrepresents inter-bank depositsnot included in item6 hut iflcIu(lCdin item ii.
14.Total deductions. Sumof items7)), flhiflUSitems 12 and 13. It is the second main subtotalreferred to in theopeningpara- graph of this section. i.Cvrrencv outside banks,U. S. Trea.surt,andcorpora! ions and deposits ofdomestic individualsin open (lOfliestiCbanks and in Postal SavingsSystem. Item 6 minusitem 14. i6.Annual change initem 15.
17.Annual c/lange inU. S.currency held abroad.Net re ceipts from abroad,shown as a negativefigure iii TableI, must be added to theannual changesin item.and netshipments must be deducted sincethey constitutechanges in thedomestic stock of cash whichwould otherwisenot appear in thetotal. The figures, the reliabilityof which israther doubtful,were taken from The Balanceof InternationalPayments of theUnited States.
i8.C/lange in individuals'deposits in close(lbanks. Theesti- mated annualchange in individuals(leposits ifl closc(lbanks must be addedto item i6, sinceclosed bankswere not included in the abovefigures. The depositsof banks closedtiuring a given year are included intotal depositsat the end of thepreceding year but not in totaldeposits at theend of the givenyear. The basic materialfor theseestimates (Table is not serv satisfactory. Theestimates wereprepared by theauthors, with the advice ofexperts of the Boardof Governorsof the Federal Reserve Systemand FederalDeposit InsuranceCorporation who, however, arenot responsiblefor the figures.The footnotesto Table Iidescribe in detailthe methodsand thesources used in constructing the finalfigure.























































ing yearS 3-599 37
sDeposits in banks reopened 2 410 2(i6
Dividends paid to unsecured
creditors 775 872
Change in deposits in closed
banks (l-2-3) +2,414-1,101
Estimated change iii individuals'
deposits in closed banks + ' .6go
1 Figures for 1935 fromAnnualReport. Board of Governors. Federal Reservc
System. 1936, p. '77; for 1934-37 from Federal ReserveThillctin(1938), p. 5l0 '953
figure excludes deposits in banks reopened between March s6 and June o.
2 From Board of Governors, Federal Reserve System. The 1933 figure is for July
to December only.
* Years ending October 31. The figures. which include offset allowances, are esti-
mated to be 280 per cent of the payments by national banks, reported for 1933-36
by the Comptroller of the Currency and estimated for 1937. fIle ratio of 280C1
cent is based on figures for the cumulated deposits of suspended national and
gate banks.
4 Estimated at 70 per cent of total deposits on basis of relationship in open banks.
icans in foreign banks. The deposits of individuals in foreign
banks may therefore be neglected, since they would vary only be-
tween $ and $i million at the maximum.
II Individuals' Equity in Building and Loan Associations
(Table II)
In calculating individuals' saving through building and loan
associations, no distinction need he made between the form such
saving takes, namely, whether it is made in the form of purchase
of shares or in the form of an increase in deposits. For this reason
it can be measured from changes in the total assets of building
and loan associations. It is necessary. however, to deduct from
total assets the liability for funds contributed by non-individuals.







SAVINGAND iTS COMPONENTS 249because theyrepresent either unpaid balancesdue on sharesor actual loans madeto shareholders on thesecurity of their shares. The situation ismore truly reflected if theshare account andthe share loansare eliminated from both sidesof the balance sheet.
The statistics of buildingand loan associationsare unsatisfac- tory. The onlycomprehensive reportsavailable up to 1936are the annualcompilations of the UnitedStates Building andLoan League, which donot make possiblean adjustment for share loans. Inrecent years comprehensiveand detailed statisticshave become available forthe federally charteredbuilding and loan associations and forthose participatingin the Federal Home Loan Bank System.These associations,however, have less than one-third of the totalassets of all associatiollsAny series for sav- ing throughbuilding and loanassociations must, therefore, be highly tentative.The followingfigures have been used:
i.Total assets ofbuilding and loanassociations. From Build- ing and LoanAnnals, pubhjhedby U. S. Buildingand Loan League.
2.Borrowed funds.Same sourceas item i.
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Net equity of individual
shareholders (a--6) 6,3705,8065.5315,1374,9624,868
8Change in net equity of individual




CHAItGE IN INDIVIDUALS' EQUITYIN BUILDINGAND
LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
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shows in detail the assets and liabilities of government corpora-
tions and credit agencies for year-ends.
.Preferred stock owned by U. S. Treasury. The annualre-
ports of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board give the govern-
ment share subscriptions in member associations on December
i, 1935 and later years after deduction of Home Owners' Loan
Corporation holdings. The remainder represents direct Treasury
holdings which are confined to stock of federal associations. The
figures for earlier years were obtained from the itemized state-
ment of Treasury expenditures in the mid-month daily treasury
statements.
.Pledged shares. Figures for pledged shares are very inconi-
plete, as may be seen from the discussion of the statistics in Debts
and Recovery.The figures in Table II for igtO 1936 are
those used in that volume. The1937figure is our estimate, based
upon the earlier years and discussions with experts at the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board.
Total deductions. Sum of items ç.
Net equity of individual shareholders. Itemiminus
item 6.
Change in net equity of individual shareholders.
II! Individuals' Equity in Insurance and Pension Reserves
(Table Ill)
Saving through insurance, for the purposes of this study, is meas-
ured by the change in policyholders' net equity. i.e., total assets
minus capital obtained from non-policyholders and minus policy
loans and notes. This method lumps together changes in policy-
holders' and shareholders' equity. This, however, is not a draw-
back because most large life insurance companies and funds are
mutuals in which there are no stockholders or members distinct
from policyholders. The small undistributed net earnings of
stock companies. which will appear in the figure for corporate
saving (Sec. IX), have, however, been deducted in calculating the
net equity of policyholders.
A. G. Hart and the Committee on Debt Adjustment.Debts and Recovery
(Twentieth Century Fund, 1938). pp76,78.80.8s. and82 2
TABLE I II
tND3VIflI'LS EQUITY IN INSURANcEANfl PENSION
RESER'ES
(millions of dollars)
















d Change in netequity






















+i88 +1.145 +1.620+1.813 +1.387
68o 822 850 888
37 45 54 6
924
68 7'
643 749 768 785 820 853
+1o6+19+17+35+33
559 615 66 724 789 850 III 122 122 12$ 129 139
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1 LEGALRESERVE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES
Total assets. Derived from annual proceedings of the Asso-
ciation of Life Insurance Presidents. A downward adjustment of
approximately 3 per cent, based on the ratio of reserves against
foreign business to total reserves, was made to allow for the fact
that some of the assets represent the equity of foreign policy-
holders.57
Borrowings fromReconstructionFinanceCorporation.
Taken from R. F. C. reports and deducted from item (a). Small
in amount, these borrowings are believed to constitute virtually
the only funds obtained from other than policyholders.
Poliq loans and premiumnotes in the United States. The
figure for all companies, which must be deducted from item (a),
was estimated fromthat for companies reported in the annual
proceedings of the Association of Life Insurance Presidents. The
published figures are based on about 50 companies holding fully
go per cent of the assets of alllegal reserve life insurance compa-
nies in the United States, and show separately that part of policy
loans and premium notes emanating fromtime United States. The
estimate was made by applying to these figures the ratio oftotal
admitted assets of reporting companies to total admitted assets
of all companies.
Net equity.This item, item (a) minus items (b) and (c). rep-
resents the net equity of shareholders andpolicyholders to-
gether.
Changes in the equity of American policyholders in conlraOs with foreign life
insurance companies should, on the other hand, he counted as a separate itemof
saving. In the absence of comprehensise information on the subject, no allowance
for this item was made in the final figures.
The Sun Life insurance Company of Canada reported its net liabilities, in mil-
lions of dollars, on United States business as follows;
FNIS OF
193219331Q14I9 iomó'017
Amount i67 173 190 208 25.22
Change +6+17+18+23+21
The total assets of (lie Sun Life insurance Company arnoUliL to about 40 pet cent
of those of all Canadian life insurance companies- No inforinalion is asailable on
equity of American policyholders with other foreign life insurance companiesbut
the amount and the changes in it may be assumed to be negligiblc254
Change in net equity.
Corporate saving of stock companies.Obtained fromthe Income Section, Department of Commerce.
Change in polici'/iolders' net equity.Item (e) minusitem (f). The deduction of item (f) eliminatesthe equity ofsharehold.
ers in stock companies, leaving as a final figurethe change innet
equity of policyholders in stock andmutual coinpal)ies.
2 FRATERNAL ORDERS
a) Total certificate andcontingent reserves. Basedon figures
taken from Statistics FraternalSocieties of the FraternalMonitor and from tile New YorkInsurance Reports. VolumeIV. The
t93537 figures from the StatisticsFraternal Societiesare con-
sidered all-inclusive. For prioryears the ratio between theI9 figure from thissource and the corresponding figurein the New
York Insurance Reportswas applied to tile 'otherreserve' figures in the New York InsuranceReports. All the figureswere, how-
ever, adjusted for reserves againstliabilities to foreignmembers on the assumption that thesewere roughly equal to one-halfthe total liabilitiesto policyholders of Canadiancompanies included in the statistics.As tile item is small,details of the adjustment
are not important
Loans and liens to polk-1'and certificate holders. Estimated
by multiplyir)gthe data published inNew York Insurance Re-
ports, Volume ii', bythe ratio betweentotal assets as given in
Statistics FraternalSocieties and New Yorkinsurance Reports. This estimatewas then adjusted for loansand liens to foreigners
on the assumptior) that halfthe total for foreignorganizations
represented loans and liensto foreigners. Figures for 1936and
1937 are estimated froma sample of the largest fraternalorders. Net equity ofindividuals. Item (a)minus item (b).
Change in item (c).
3 U. S. GOVERNMENTLIFE INSURANCEFUN!)
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Policy loans. The source for 1932-36 figures and the esti-
mate for 1937 arethe same as for total reserves.
Net equity. Item (a) minus item (b).
4 SOCIALSECURITY FUNDS AND ACCOUNTS
This figure represents the change in investments of the Old Age
Reserve Account and the Unemployment TrustFund, as re-
ported in the daily statement of the United States Treasury.
5OTHER TREASURY FUNDS
Under this heading are included the CivilService Retirement
Fund. the Foreign Service RetirementFund, the Canal Zone
Retirement Fund, the RailroadRetirement Account, and the
Alaska Railroad Retirement Fund. Figures areobtained in the
same way as thosefor Social Security funds.
6 ADJUSTED SERVICE CERTIFICATE FUND
The certificates have been regarded asequivalent to annuity or
life insurance contracts although veteranshave not made any
payments. the value of thecertificates resulting purely from
allocations of U. S. Treasury funds. Theequity of individuals
was therefore thedifference between the estimatedactuarial
value of the adjusted service certificatesprior to their redemption
in 1936 and the loans made againstthem to veterans. Changes in
this equity from year to year werenegligible except in 1936.
when the equity is estimated to haveincreased about $500 million
as a result of the prematurepayment of the face value.Estimates
are based on figuresappearing in the annual reportsof the Ad-
ministrator of Veterans' Affairs formaturity values of certificates
and loans against them.
7 STATE AND MUNICIPALTRUST FUNDS
Changes in assets were taken asrepresentative of changes in
equity of individuals in thesefunds. They were assumed tohe
about twice the figure for NewYork State trust fundsplus the
funds of cities having a populationof 100.000 or over, asderived
from various issues of FinancialStatistics of Cities (Bureauof the
Census, U. S. Department ofCommerce). The i figure is esti-
mated on the assumption of acontinuous growth.IV Change in Individuals'Equity in SecurityHoldings (Table IV)
To measure thesaving of domesticindividuals inthe formof securities, it isnecessary to calculate thenet purchases(or sales) of securities byindividuals andto deduct theincrease (oradd the decrease) intheir borrowingsagainst securities.In the absence of adequatefigures l)earingdirectly ontransactions by
TABLE IV
CHANGE IN INDIVIDUALS'FQUIrv INSECURITWS
(iIlions of dollar;)
/933'Qf 1935 fy36 /937 iNet change in securities
outstanding i (at costvalue)
2Change in foreign holdings2
Change in holdings ofdomestic
non-iniividuals3

















domestic individuals,their net purchasesor sales lutist be deter- mined indirectly.This is doneby computingthe joint netpur- chases or salesof securitiesby both individualsand institutions and by adjustingthe result for thenet purchasesor sales of insti- tutions andforeigners.
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government and its agencies.For state and municipal securities
it has to beestimated rather crudely but even this estimate is
preferable tO a calculation of the difference between newissues
and retirementsbecause statistics on retirements are very un.
satisfactory. On theother hand, net purchases or sales of corpo-
rate andforeign securities by individuals and iflStitUtioflS are
computed by subtracting estimatedretirements from new issues.
Changes in the valueof securities outstanding do not enter
into the computationsbecause net sales and purchases are affected
only by new and retiredissues. This is as it should be, for such
changes do not representsaving according to the definition used
in this study.
Net purchases and sales ofsecurities by domestic individuals
are derivedby subtracting from the differencebetween new
issues and retiremefl-S thechanges in the holdings of domestic
institutional and foreign investors.To arrive at a figure iepre-
senting the net purchase andsale balances of institutional in-
vestors (i.e., the money spentor realized fromtransactions in
securities) it. is necessary toeliminate front the changes in their
holdings the effects of revaluations onsecurities held and of gains
and losses on the sale ofsecurities. To effect this correction an
increase in holdings,reported in the balance sheetsof institu-
tions, is reduced by the amountof write-ups and capitalgains or
increased by the amount ofwrite-downs and capital losses,while
the opposite adjustments aremade in the case of a decreasein the
reported holdings.
The change in the equity ofdomestic individuals insecurities,
summarized in Table IV, iscomputed as follows:
i.Net change in securitiesoutstanding. This figure, the com-
putation of which is describedin detail in Sec. 1-3 below, repre-
sents the gross receiptsby issuers of securitiesless their expendi-
ture for retirements,including in gross receiptsthe amounts
received by underwriters anddistributors. It thereforeindicates
the net amount spent onpurchases or receivedfrom sales of
securities by other than issueis.
2.Change in foreign holdings.This figure is the netpurchase
or sale balance offoreigners taken fromThe Balance of Inter-
national Payments of theUnited States (see TableIV-4). Bond
redemptions and sinking fund paymentsto foreigners have tobe258
rA1TFoup deductcd. All suchredemptions areincluded inour retircnent figures butsome of the securitiesretiredwere hekt abroadand must be added back. Ibisaddition isperformed hereby reducing the change inforeign holdingswhich mustbe deductedfrom 'net change insecurities outstanding.'No adjustmentfor revalu- ation or capitalgains or losses isnecessary.
.Change in holdingsof dOmes/U'flU fl-individul.
Compu- tation explainedin detail inSection4 below.
.Change in holdingsof domesticindividuals. Itemi minus items 2 and.
.Change in doin es/icin d zvzdua Is'borrow: ugson securities. This item, whosecomputation isexplained inSectionrbelow, represents the changein net liabilitiesof individualsto non- individualson account of securities.arK! must bededucted from the change inholdings to getthe change inindividuals'equity. 6.Change inindividuals' equity.This finalitem, usedo measure domesticindividuals' savingin the formof securities, is equalto item 4 minusitem5.
I COMPUTATIONOF NET CHANGEIN SECURiTIES
OUTSTANDING (TABLE 1V)
This item isthe total ofchanges in thefollowingtypes of securities:




































U. S. Gov. directobligations
U. S. Gos. guaranteedobligations
State and local 520 874 354





U.S. Cos. direct obligations +4.'7S
U.S. Coy- guaranteed obligationS +511









U. S. Gor. direct obligations +245
U. S. Coy. guaranteed obligationS +39
State and local 1,232 1,193
Corporate 2.875 2.904 --29




U. S. Gov. direct obligations +33









U.S. Coy, direct obligations









based chieflyon statistics supplied by theFaun CreditAdininjs- trat ion and the HomeOwners' I.oanCorporation andOnState- ments of the Public Debt.
Slate and municipalbonds. 1)ataconcerningdebts of states and municipalitiesare available only forJune 'oor there- abouts from the annualreport of the Secretaryof theTreasury. The figures usedto represent these debtsat calendaryear-ends are interpolations of thesedata, after deductionof theholdings of such securitiesby state and localsinking funds.
Domestic corporateand foreignsecurities.l)ifferent:e be- tween the gross proceedsfrom cash salesof newsecurities and the amountspent by issuers toredeem securities.l'hecomputa- tion of thesetwo items is describedmore fufly iii thenext two sections.
2 CASH SALES OFNEW DOMESTICCORPORATE ANDFOREIGN sEct'RIrlF:S (TAttLE IV-2)
Figures fornew issues includeonly issues ofone year maturity or over and have beenbuilt upas follows:
a) Issues offeredfor cash of whichnotice hasappeared in the chief financialnewspapers or statisticalservices, or recordsof the
TBLF 15-2
CASH SALESOF NEWDOMESTICCORPORATE AND OF
FOREIGN SECURITIES
(millioni of dollar.c)
19314 1034 1Q361Q37 a (:h olenugs otlivrI kin IineIi to C 8o5402,6804.7502400 lIucstrnentffl115l)afly ISSOCS
120 150 170 200200 cSmall offeringsnot recorded in financialpressio 20 20 20 20 d Offerings of$iao.000 or less andintrastate issues not includedin line a in so to 5° 50 e Oil and gas royaltyinttrests
20 20 20 30 30 fTotal cash offerings
(a+b+c+d-fe) 07402,9(515.0102,660 g Unsold amount ofcash offerings
25 25 25 25 6o h Cash sales ofdomestic corporate
securities (fg>
515 7152,875 495 2.600 iCash offerings offoieign securities
jCash sales ofnew securities th+i)
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CommisSt011. whether regislere(l or not and whether /iubliclv
offered or sold privately. (A few private placings not so reported
but known fromother sources are also included.) This compila-
tion is madeby the staff of the Research and Statistics Section.
It has been assumed that all registered public utility issues,all
private placings, and all other issues offeredthrough underwriters
were sold infull. For non-public utility issues offered for cash
but not sold through underwriters[except issues registered on
Form Ai, which have beentaken account of under item (c)] a
deduction of 25 per CCflt of the amount offered has beenmade to
represent the proportionof the issues not actually sold. (To make
these estimates it was necessary toclassify new issues by method
of offering. Since such aclassification is not yet available before
January 1936 it has been assumedfor these preliminary estimates
that the ratio of unsold to totalofferings was the same for earlier
years as from January1936 tO June 1937.)
Investment company issues. Takenfrom Table 2of
Chapter III Part II, of theSecurities and Exchange Commis-
sion's Study of Investment Trustsand Investment Corn panies. It
is likely that only very small amountsof such securities have al-
ready been included under item 2 (a),thus constituting a minor
item of duplication.
Small registered issues for which norecord of offering ap-
peared in the press. Salesestimated on the basis of follow-up
reports on securities registered onForm Ai under the Securities
Act, collected by the Researchand Statistics Section. See Selected
Statistics on Securities and on ExchangeMarkets (Securities and
Exchange Commission, August1939), pp. 34-7.
Issues oftoo,000 and less,and intro_state issues not in-
cluded in (a) above. No comprehensiveinformation is available
but the statistics of interstateissues between $30,000 and
$100,000 for which prospectuses werefiled with the Securities
and Exchange Commissionindicate that the aggregatevolume
of small new issues actually soldis almost negligible.
Oil and gas royalty interests.Rough estimates based on tabu-
lations of actual sales reported tothe Securities and Exchange
Commission on Form Gi for partof the period.




g) Unsold amou;it ofca.s/z ojJerings. Estjtitl
described under item (a) above.
ii) Cash sales of domestic corporatesecurilieItem (1)
item (g).
Cash oflerings of foreign securities.Obtainer! fromregis. tration statements, financial publications,and the Balanceq i. ternational Payments of the United S/a/es.
Cash sales of new securities. Item(li) plus item(i).
3 CASH RETIREMEN-fS OF DOMF:si'i(:(ORl'()R-FF AND
FOREIGN SECtJRITIES (rAisI.E iv')
a) Domestic corporate bondsredeemed ui t.as/at 'naturil) The amounts disbursed bycorporations forPayment of matured
TABLE tV-3
CASH RETIREMENTS OFCORPORATE ANt) OFFOREIGN SEC(RlTlts
(mill Ions of dollars)
'0?;IQ4'03cI(fl6'9;7 aDomestic corporate bonds redeemed
at maturity
313 193 -. b Domestic corporate bondsredeemed
belore maturity
1672432.2422,9611.850 cDomestic corporate tenders forbonds
and stocks
35 35 35 35 35 d Domestic corporateretirements of
preferred stock
.10 31 244 .148a.6 e Other repurchasesi
So So 70 70 So fTotal domesticcorporate retirements 683 7132,9044007 2582 g Retirements of foreign securities i8o 120200290320 hTotal redemptions 8638333.1044,2972.902
'Includes only repurchaby irneatmentcompanies.
bonds were estimatedfrom Moody'sInvestors Service and Stand-
ard Statistics' listsof maturing bonds.A check was made of all
maturing issues of $imillion andover to detei-niiuc the amounts
actually paid off incash at maturity, i.e..eliminating issues ex- tended or defaultedISSUeS of less than Simillion were estimated to have been redeemedin the sameproportion as the larger issues.For smallrailroad issues, whichconsisted largely of
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equipment trust certificates on which defaults have been very
rare, a cash paymentratio was applied which was about 20per
cent higherthan the ratio for the issues of $i million and over.
Certain adjustments in the total monthly maturity figures
were necessaryin order to exclude issues floated outside the
United States, as well as foreign dollar bonds. Moreover, correc-
tiOnS were made to strike out is.sues that had been called for re-
demption prior to maturity but were still carried in the maturity
list. Deletions and additions were also made in several cases
where issues were included or omitted from the lists by error,
or otherwise.Adjustments were made only in the issues of
$i million and over, but the percentage of error in the remainder
is probably not great, as maturities of $i million and over com-
prise about70per cent of total maturities.
b) Domestic corporate bond-s redeemed before maturity.
Figures for bonds called for redemption prior to maturity are
those compiled by the New York Times (also carried by the
Annalist). From spot checks for several months we believe that
this compilation is fairly accurate. Consequently we adjusted the
New York Times total only to take care of the estimated pre-
miums above par at which the calls were made. Sample studies
showed an average call price for railroads of 105 per cent from
1933 to1937;for industrials and miscellaneous issues, 102 per
cent (except for1936,when 103 per cent was estimated to be the
average call price); while for publicutility issues, the average
price at which bonds were called appeared to be 102 per centof
par for 1933-35, 103 per cent for1936,and 104 per cent for1937.
Comparison of Standard Statistics' lists of bonds called for
redemption with the individual issues reported by the NewYork
Times shows that the two correspond very well forpartial, entire,
and sinking fund calls for domestic industrials,public utilities,
and rails. (The test covers four or five months.)
The total individual issues posted in StandardStatistics never-
theless exceeded the New York Times computationof bonds
called for redemption. The difference, therefore, mustbe due
to the omission froni the New York Timesfigures of some issues
marked 'v.b.' (various bonds) and 'e.i.' (entireissue) or 'e.s.'
(entire series) where definite information isdifficult to get. Thus
our figures probably underestimateactual retirements.264
I'ARTFOR
Tenders for bonds andstocks. A samplingOf(lifferejit months from1934 through1937 indicated that
Coiporatj(i1s allotted between 52and $4 millionper month forl)Hrcktse of their bonds and stocksby tender, includingtenders forSulk jflr fund. A rough figureof Si tnihhioiiper year was usedtoreI)rCSetit actual retirements bythis method.
Retirements of preferredstock. Tabulatedfrom thepress and financial services.T'he figure obtainedin this1sais urn inclusive, however,because the dataon the exactnumber of shares calledare insufficient. Someentire andmany ixirtial calls were Consequently omitted.The retirementsof wholeissues that were omitted were mostlythose by smallcompanies, the changes in whose capitalizationwould probablynot have affectedthe total materially. Itis believed thatpartial tailsomiucdare likc- wise notvery large. No definiteinformation existson whith to estimate the degreeof understatement.
Other repurcliases.Includes only therepurchases oftheir own securities byinvestmentcompanies as reportedin the Securities andExchange Commission'sSt ,tdv of Ilives! mdii Trusts and investment(;oinpanie.s (Part II,Ch. III). Otherre- pm-chases hadto be omittedbecause of theimpossibility of obtaining adequatedata.
Total retirementsby domesticcorporations. Thisfigure, the sum of items(a) to (e), fallsshort of actualtotal retirements by anamount that, thoughunknown, is believedto be small relative toretirements includedin the statistics.However, the absoluteamount of retirementsand repurchases,which appar ently escape theusualsources of information,seems to have been considerable, possiblybetween S500million and Sibillion for 1933-37, most ofwhich wasapparently incorporate (IOII1CStiC
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adjustlflC11t has beCu attcmptcd in the cstimatcs derived from
the available sources detailed under items (a) to (e).
Retirements of foreign securities by issuets. Taken from
The Balance of International Payments of the United Sta1e
(Table IV-4).
TABLE 15-4
CHANGE IN FOREIGN SECURITY HOLDINGS
(millions of dollorl)
Foreign securities resold to Icircigners
2American securities sold to foreigners
Foreign securities purchased from foreigners
American securities repurchased from
Foreigners
Net (1-1-2-3-4)
Bond redemption and sinking fund
payments to foreigners
Net, mci. retirements of American
securities (5-4i) +10 +8o +270
Total rede7nptions. item(f) plus item (g).
4 COMPUTATION OF CHANGE1N HOLDINGS OF DOMESTIC NON-
INDIVIDUALS (TABLE iv)
This figure is built up from the reported securityholdings of
different types of 'institutional' holders.
U. S. Treasury investment accounts. Figuresfor the security
holdings of these accounts at the end of calendar yearssince 1934
were obtained from specialtables prepared by the Treasury
Department.59 For i 932 and i qdata concerning accounts for
which special United States securities are issued weretaken from
the daily statement of the U. S. Treasury.Estimates for other
funds were derived by averaging the Junefigures, which appear
in the annual reports of the Secretary of theTreasury. In the case
of funds not reported in the annual reports,estimates were made
by extrapolation.
U. S. Government corporationsand credit agencies. For
5 Since December 1937 all holdings of this t.pe arereported in a monthly re-
lease on Securities held as Investments in-rrtist Funds and In Accounts of







+60 +105 +285 +670 +324
50 25 15 I5 15U. S. Treasury intestment
accoutIts
U. S. Governmentcorpora-



















Change in unadj. holdings
Adjustment forsecurities
receivedin exchange for




CHANGE IN SECUgfl''HOLI)JN(;S OF 1)OMES7jç
(rnjfljom of dollars)
'3' 364 1.2 i,4p'4 1.580 1.440i ,6 I.M5$.R21.907
13.65$13.14.1i6.qq.I&7q221.12.'9.676 137 84 i I) 4.0494,1564g44.62.no -
35.10235.97413.17447.32952.04754.515
+872 +7,200 +4.155+1.718 +s68
sAdj. change inIIOfl-indi.
vidual holdings(p+q+r) +1.164 +5.382+3.6 +4.303 +2.596
Arbitrary base figure.
Tax-exempt securities only. Assumed no change from.936.
4From Table14.Debtsand RecoveyFigures represent'inveatmenic' which include chiefly stockin Federal HomeLoan Bonds andH. 0. L. C. Ronds. 5Assumed equal to
Losses to be addedand proflis to besuhtractd,774
5415
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i934-37 figures wereobtained from the daily Treasury statement.
year-end figures for 1932 and 1933 were estimated by averaging
June figures given inspecial tables from the Treasury Depart-
ment. Since theseagencies, as well as the Treasury's investment
accounts, do not apparentlyhold any short terni securities, no
further adjustments are necessary.
Federal Reserve banks. From iqito1937holdings of
United States long term securities are reportedseparately in the
Federal Reserve Bulletin. For 1932 and 1933,however, all
United States securities held by the Federal Reservebanks are
reported without distinction as to type. Forthese two years bills
and certificates of less than one yearmaturity were estimated on
the basis of informationobtained from the Federal Reserve
Board regarding the distribution of theSystem's holdings. These
holdings of bills and certificates werededucted from the total
reported United States securityholdings in order to obtain the
desired figure on holdings of Treasurysecurities with a maturity
of over one year.
Operating commercial banks. For 1g-37the figures.
taken from reports of theFederal l)eposit Insurance Corpora-
tion, cover operating insured banks.Estimates for 1932 and 1933
are based on theannual reports of the Federal ReserveBoard
which show holdings of U. S. Governmentobligations and other
securities separately. The ratio, foreach of these two groups, of
holdings of all commercial banks toholdings of member banks
of the Federal Reserve Systems asgiven for June30,1934 in the
'Call Reports of Insured Banks' oftile Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporations was applied to the figuresfor holdings of member
banks alone at the end of 1932and ig. Holdings of Treasury
bills are deducted, since they are notincluded in the figures
from which institutionalholdings are subtracted. They are re-
ported separately from 1934 onand were estimated for 1932and
1933 by assuming that atthe end of those years theyconstituted
the same proportion of totalUnited States security holdings of
commercial banks as at the endof 1934. Holdings of stockin
Federal Reserve banks are alsodeducted.
Closed national banks.Information is available only on the
sal.s in the New York marketof the securities for the accountof
suspended national banks. Thefigures, which weresupplied byi'ARr tOUR
the Comptroller of the Currency,are supposc(j to('Over die sales of all securities by such banksexcept those of local
iSSUCS. Sjfl no basis exists for an estimate of thesales bysusI)eIldCdstate banks (and the sales of localsecurities by nationalbanks) theyare of necessity omitted fromTable IV-5. Thefigures ('or
change in non-individual holdings'in the last line ofTable therefore slightlyoverstate the increase innon_in(Ii\i(Itlll bold. ings from 1933 through1937 and correspon(lingly
t1I1(lerstate the increase (oroverstate the decrease) inindividual liOl(lings as shown in line 6 of Table IV.The extent of thisomission however, is very smallcompared to total changes innon_j.j. ual and individual holdings.
Mutual .cavings bankc. Figuresused for the end ofeach year from 1932 to 1935are averages of J tine 30 data,as reported by the Comptroller of the Currency.For 1936 and1937 the reportgives the figures as ofDecember 31. No deductionwas made for Treasury bills, but it isassumed that theiramount is small.
Private bank.s. Estimatesfor holdingsat the end of ,qand of 1936 were derivedby averaging theJune 30 figuresreported by the Comptrollerof the Currency.From 1932 toi the esti- mates were made on the basisof these figures andsupplen1entar information taken fromthe statements ofj. P.forgan and Co. A special release bythe TreasuryDepartment gave the figurefor '937. No deduction is possible forTreasury bills held.
Legal reserve lifeInsuraizee co11IpanieBased onreports of the Associationof Life InsurancePresidents, the figures from this source beingdivided by the ratioof total admittedassets of the Companiesincluded to totaladmitted assets0all life insurance Companies, Billholdings, which haveto be deducted, are taken directly frontPoor's InsuranceCoin puny Holdingc by totaling figures forindividualcomj)anics. For U. S.Governmeiitguaranteed obligations,totals are de- rived from Poor'sImurance Conpa,,.Ifoldj,,for those5 companies included inthe Wall StreetJournal weekly statistics on life insurancecompanies' purchases.I'hIc totals for these companies whichare assumed torepreselit o per CCIIL of total admitted assets of alllife insuranceconipanies are accordingly increased i iper cent.
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fraternal orders at the end of each year from (932 to 1935 is based
on the holdingsof United States and Canadian societies doing
business in New York, as shown in the New York Insurance
Reports, Volume IV, and the ratio of the assets of thesesocieties
to total assetsof all United States and Canadian fraternal orders
doing business in the United States, as given by Statistics Fra-
ternal Societies. Aggregate bond and stock holdings for societies
in New York, as given in the New York Insurance Reports, are
divided by the ratios thus determined, the results beingused as
estimates of holdings of all societies. No deduction ispossible
for holdings of Treasury bills, which arebelieved to be small.
For 1936 and 1937 total1)011(15and stocks arc assumed to bear the
same ratios to all assets asthey(10in the estimates for 1935,
namely, 67.0 per cent for domestic societies and 45.0 per centfoi
Canadian societies.
Other insurance cornJMAnies. Based on totals for casualty,
surety, reciprocal, Lloyds, fire, marine,and automobile insurance
companies as given in annual volumes o the Spectator.Only
combmcd totals are available in 1932-36 for U.S. Government
direct and guaranteed and foreignobligations. Of these totals.
7 per cent(the approximate ratio for 1937) isassumed to consist
of foreign securities and the remainderof tJ. S. Government
direct and guaranteed obligations.
Changes in balance sheet figures forstocks are strongly in-
fluenced by write-tips and write-(IOWI1Sreflecting changes in
market price. Comparison of the balancesheet figures with move-
ments of stock prices suggeststhat in 1934 and 1937 there were
no significant netpurchases or sales. in 1935 and 1936small net
purchases somewhat arhitraulyestimated at $o million in each
year, were indicated; noestimate was possible for 1933.
State and municipal trust andinvestment funds. The single
available figure, referring only to tax exemptsecurities in June
1937, is published in theannual report of the Secretary ofthe
Treasury, for the fiscal year 1937 (p.468). This figure is approxi-
mately three times as great asthe figure for 'city securities' plus
'other investments' ° reportedfor cities with a population of
6GThis figure for 'other investments'includes an unknown amount of time
deposits, according to the Bureau of theCensus. Since the change in other invest-
menL'' is not very great from year to year,the error involved in assuming that
the item represents securities aloneis probably not very important.270
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ioo,000 and over at the end ofit6 in FinancialStatisticsoj Cities. in the absenceof satisfactory dataon which to basean estimate, it wasnecessary to assume that thisratio alsoapplied in precedingyears. Securities held instate and municipalsinking funds are not includedin this item sincethey have beenomitted in calculatingthe change insecurities outstandingunder item IV I(c).
1) Investmentcompanies. The figuresfor 1933-35are based on the net purchase andsale balances ofimanagement invest- ment companies accountingfor about two-thirdsof totalassets of all such companies(see Study of investmentTrusts and invest- ment Companies, PartII, Ch. Viii). Estimatesfor 1936 and1937 are based on similar datareported to theSecurities andExchange Commission by23 companies whichhold about40 per cent of total assets ofinvestment companies.See SelectedStatistics,pp. 88gi.
Other corporations.For 1932-36figures fortax-exempt securities were takenfrom the combinedbalance sheet ofnon- financial corporationssubmitting balancesheets with theirin- come tax returns, publishedin Statisticsof Income. Thefigure for 1937 jSassumed to be thesame as for 1936.(Changes in the holdings of financialcorporationsare taken care of initems (e) to (li), (j), and (I)above.)
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Total holdings of domestic non-individuals. Thesuni of
items (a) through (n) represents the actual or estimated balance
sheet holdings, without correction to eliminate the effects of
write-ups and write-downs and of realized profits or losseson the
sale of securities of domestic non-individuals.
Annual change in total holdings of domestic non-individ-
uals (unadjusted). Change in item (o).
Securities received by institutions in exchange for mort-
gages, loans, and other securities. These securities must be de-
ducted from non-individuals' holdings, since they are not in-
cluded in the figures for new issues of securities from which the
changes in non-individuals' holdings are to be subtracted. The
amounts of securities exchanged by institutions for mortgages
or other securities were estimated on the basis of information
supplied by the Home Owners' Loan Corporation and the
Federal Farm Mortgage Credit Corporation.
Profits and losses, write-ups and write-downs on securities.
Profits and write-ups are deducted from the change in unadjusted
holdings, and losses and write-downs are added. Tue figure for
commercial banks was estimated from reports for all member
banks of the Federal Reserve System for 'g3; for 1934-37 the
figures were taken from the annual reports of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation for operating insured banks. The esti-
mate for life insurance companies is based on the reports of five
companies with 55 per cent of the assets of all United States legal
reserve life insurance companies. No adjustment is possible for
the holdings of other institutions. None is necessary. however,
for items (j) and (1), where the estimates relate to net purchase
or sale balances rather than changes in the value of holdings.
For items (a), (b), (c), (k), and (m) profits and losses and write-ups
and write-downs may be assumed to be small.
Annual change in adjusted holdings of non-individuals.
This final figure is equal to item (p) plus items (q) and (r).
5COMPUTATION OF CHANGE INDOMESTIC INDIVIDUALS' BOR-
ROWINGS ONSECURITIES (TABLE w-6)
For the purposes of this study only borrowing on secuTities by
individuals or unincorporated businesses from banks or other
incorporated lenders is taken into account. Borrowing by oneTABLE nv-6
CHAN(;E IN BORROWINGSOX SECURII-IFS
BY I)OMFS11C tNl)l'[ I)UALS
individual frontanother is onlnte(1since it must cancel in the national total, theliability of theborrower being offsetby the asset of the leu(lcL-Adjustnients haveto be made, however,for borrowing onsecu ri tics by foreigners fromdomestic i iid I vicluals, Fairly satisfactor'and Comprehensivefigures arc available for the loanson seCurities made by banksto brokers and dealers in securities Mostof the borrowersmay be assumed to l)Cun- incorporated, Considerablymore serious difficultiesare en- countered in determiningthe borrowingOIl Securities from banks by lfl(li%'idtlaJsSome of these loansare made to domestic corporations and to foreignershut no definiteinformation as to theproportion is available, Forthe purposes of thiscalculation, changes in borrowingon securities by domesticindividtlals and
Unincorporated l)llSjflesses fromcorporatjoiis other thaiibanks Were aSSLImed tO henegligible, Table IV-6shows tile conipo- nent figures, the detailsof wiiidiare discussed in thefollowing Paragraphs.
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the figures for all member banks reported annually by the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. These figures run
consistently aboutper cent below those for operating insured
commercial banks in the years when both are known. It has been
assumed that, in the period studied, all the changes in this figure
may be attributed to unincorporated brokers and dealers.
'All other loans' by commercial banks to individuals on
securities. Based on 'all other loans on securities' by operating
insured commercial banks from 1934(01937,Sreported by the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. The figure for 1q32 and
1933 was estimated from the statistics for member banksof the
Federal Reserve System in a manner similar to the estimate in
item(a), except that in this case the ratio of member to insured
banks was only 90 per cent.
In the absence of any concrete indications it has been assumed,
for the present purposes, that about two-thirds of such loans are
attributable to borrowing by domestic individuals and un-
incorporated businesses.
Total individuals' borrowings on securities. Item (a) plus
item (b).
Foreigners' debit balances with brokers. This figure, taken
since 1934 from Statistic.c of Capital Movements, published by
the Treasury Department, must be deducted from total individ-
uals' borrowings on securities in order to obtain the net liabilities
of domestic individuals on securities. Figures for1q:2and 1933
are estimated on the basis of totalcustomers' debits with brokers.
Total net domestic individuals' borrowings on securities.
Item (c) minus item (d).
V Change in Individuals' Equity in Non farmDwellings
(Table V)
This series is built up by estimating the annualexpenditure on
construction, additions to, alterations, amid repairsof one to four
family nonfarm dwellings, deducting depreciation,and adjust-
ing the remaifl(ler for changes in the mortgageindebtedness of
individuals to institutionS on account of suchdwellings and for




CHANGE ININDIVIDUALS EQUITYIN NONF.'tRMDWFLLIN(;s
(millions ofdollars)
iNet constructionof one to
four family nonfarmdwell- ingal
2Change in institutionalhold-
ings of one to fourfamily non-
farm dwellings 2
Change in mortgageson one
to four family nonfarmdwell-
ingaa
4 Change in indisiditals'eqUitY
i From Table V-t.
2 From Table V-2.
From Table V-.3.
The final figureswere computedas follows: i.Net construction0/one to Jour familynon farm dwellings. Derived fromestimates ofnew construction,additions, altera- tions, repairs,and depreciation.For detailssee Section i and Table V-i, below.
2.Change ininstitutional holdingsof one to fourfamily non Jann dwellings.Increases ininstitutional holdingsmust be deducted fromnet constructionand decreasesadded thereto in order to find thenet change inindividuals'ownership. Thefig- ures are estimatesbased on dataobtained fromvarious sources, indicated in thefootnotes to TableV-2.
.Change inmortgages onone to four familynonfarm dwell- ings held byinstitutions. In orderto compute theequity of indi- viduals, increasesin individuals'mortgage indebtednessto institutionsmust also be deductedfrom netconstruction and de- creases must be added.The figuresare estimates of theFeder! Home Loan BankBoard. For detailssee footnotes toTable V-3. 4.Change inindividuals' equityin non farmdwellings. Item i minus items2 and.
1 COMPUTATIONOF NETCONSTRUCTIONOF ONE TOFOUR FAMILY NONFARM
DWELLINGS (TABLEv-)




























aCost of all new nonfarm resi-
dential construction
bPercentage of line a composed
of one to four family dwell-
ings
cCost of new one to four family
nonfarm dwellings
d Additions to. alterations, and
repairs of nonfarni dwellings
e Assumed cost of additions to.
alterations, and repairs of one
to four family nonfarm dwell-
ings
fAnnual depreciation on one
to four family nonfarin dwell-
ings'
g Netconstruction of one to
four family nonfarm dwell-
ings (c+ef)
193 '99 5571.132i,i6
R 88 86 83 *6
i.i6g 1,105
69 95 140 153 i68
1.328 1,303
732 235 135
I CALCULATION OF DEPRECIATION (millionsofdollars)
1933 1934 1933
iCost value, beginning of year 70,0006S.g867.22365.872
2Additions to stock to be de-
predated(50%of new con-
struction) i,6 i 310 546 584
DepreciatiOn (2% 011+2) 1402 1.375 1,351 1.328 1.303
Value, end of year (is) 68,59867.22365.87264.54463,241
Percentageofitem (a) consisting of one tofour family non-
farm dwellings. Same source asitem (a).
Cost of new one to fourfamily nonfarm dwellings.Product
of items (a) and (b) dividedby iou.
Additions to, alterations,and repairs of nonfarmdwellings.
Same source as item (a).Also covers only housekeepingdwellings.
Estimated additions to,alterations, and repairsofone to
1936 1937
64.544
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Public Employment, Department of Labor, from statisticsof
building permits. They do not include hotels, clubhouses,dormi-
tories, etc.
TABLE V-I
NET CONSTRUCTION OF ONE TO FOUR FAMILY NONFARM
DWELLINGS
(millions of dollars. eEcept line b)
19331934 193519361937
275
9401,0(2) 164 175 479





ionJ1LrThdwefl. ings. Estimatedat 2 pcent of thecost of thedwcIIins(exdud.
ing landvalues). Thedepreciatedcost valueat thehegiiinof
1933 was estimatedto be approximately
$o biUion,
equivalent
to about $,000per nonfarmdwelling unit.For thedetailedcow. putation of thisitem seefootnote toTable Vi. Net constructionof one tofour familynon farm
dwellings. Item (c) plusitem (e)minus item(f).
TAttLE V-2
INSTITUTIONALHOLDINGS OFONE TOFO(R FAMILYNO\FR\t DWELLINGS
(millions oJdollars)
Line i For1937,Sixth il;inwzlReport oft5dcra1 1101111'Loon Rank Boa,d,
Exhibit I,p. too. Figuresfor otheryears are estimatedin, the assUluptiollthai
holdings ofone to tour
family dwellingsbore thes:tiue tatio to totalrbaii
real estateholdingsas did loanson such dwellings
to lo.irts ott allurban real
estate at theend of eachyear. This ratiowas busedon Federal HomeI.OIi
Batik Boardestin,ates ofloans onone to lour ftiiiiiv
dwellings and F.D.l.C.
figures fortotal loanson urban realestate. It wasapplied to thefigure for
total urbanreal estateheld asreported livthe Federall)c1x*it !lUrlflCc
Corporationor FederalReserve Board. Line2Sourcessame as forlinei. 1.110' ;For 1932-34derived inawayanalogous tothat ilestiticd foilint t:
for !93537,Irons FederalHome 1.oapIb:UI Ili,uii. Linei Assumedequal totlOper cent ofholdings of teatestate owned. itot in.
eluding officebuildings,as rcpoilctlillBuilding aud1.00?, .1 iiiialt fort9325
Line sFor 1937,estimate ofthe FelcrajHome Loanfltik BoatiL Figtti(01
1932-36 derivedby assumingthat holdingsof one to lourfamilydwellings by
mortgage andother companies
increased betweenthe end of1932 and the end







J932 1933 1934J,35 1936i
iCommercial banks
t6o 169 20t 238 242 225
2Mutual savingsbanks 120 190 270 330 31J0 400
Life insurancecompanies i 1911 256 302 305 305
Building andloan associations 8g 746 930 .0301.050 930
5 Mortgageand othercompaniesij o 310 30 4151
6 HomeOwners LoanCorporation





souRcE:Sixth .lniival RepostofFederal Ifonte Loan Bank Board, p.i6, for
1934-37 figures; 1932 and 1933 figures supplied by [lie Board.
1 Does not iI1CIU(lC loans held by title and mortgage companies, construction
companies, trust departments of commercial banks, and miscellaneous lciulc,-s.
Vi Change in Individuals' Equity in ziutoinohiles
(Table VI)
It has been assumed that all passenger cars are owned and oper-
ated by individuals or unincorporated businesses and that all
trucks are owned and operated by corporate business or govern-
ment Units. While neither assumption is strictly correct the er-
rors are probably not very large and tend to cancel one another
to a certain extent.
TABLE VI
INDIVIDUALS' EQUITY IN AUTOMOBILES
(millions ofdollars)
The final figure is computed as follows:
i.Retail sales of passenger cars. Estimates (sincepublished




3Net 586 337 +293+697+776
4Change in instalment debt +90+100+60+366-1-84
5Change in individuals' equity --676 437 +233+331+692
193219331934193559361937
iConunercial banks 1.995i.Sio1,189i,i8g1,2301,400
2Mutual savingc banks 3,3753.2003,0002$o2,7502.700
Life insurance companies 1,8351,7151,5351.351l,'051,330
4Saving and loan associations5.7564,9064,012344)73.3(1)3,480
Home Owners' Loan Corporation 1032.2092,8c472,7632,398
6Total 12,96111,73411,9451)75411,40911,308
7Change 1,227+211--191315--101
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TABLE V-3




































method of Computation used byhim is to estimatetheaverage wholesale value ofpassenger cars in the UnitedStates Oflthe basis of published figures forfactory sales. Theresultingaverage wholesale value is increased byan estimated averagemark.0to obtain an estimate foraverage retail value percar. This last fig- ure is then multiplied by the reportednumber of newpassenger cars sold at retail.
2.Depreciation. Based on unpublishedfigures byTerborgh who has estimated thedepreciation onautomobiles in 1929dol- lars. His estimatewas converted into current dollarson the basis of his price figures. Thebasic estimateuses depreciatioflrates based on a lifeexpectancy increasing from7.95 to 8.v years.
.Net change in the value0/individuals' automobilesItem i less item 2.
4.Change in instalmentdebt. The figure for1937 is based
on Department of Commercefigures for outstandingretail auto- mobile receivables of224 identical organizationsat the end ol 1936 and of 1937. Nosatisfactory year-endfigures areavailable before 1936. Thenet change for 1936 has beenapproxjjnat however, by using thefigure for the change duringthe year ended January 31,1937. The figures for1933-35 are roughestimate based on thepercentage of new cars soldon the instalment plan, the averageamount per instalmentnote, and the estimatedin- stalment debt outstandingas a percentage ofnew business.
5.Change in individuaLcequity. Itemless item.
VI! Change inIndividual,c' Equity inDurable Consumers' Goods other thanHouses and Autornobjies (Table VI!)
The principle usedto compute this figureis identical withthat used for automobiles.The figures fordepreciation and for changes in instalmentdebt are even lesssatisfactory than thecor- responding figures in thepreceding series.
Change in owners'equity is estimatedas follows: i.Retail sales ofhousehold goods.Estimated by Terborgh. 2.Estimated depreciation.Based on Terborgi-i'sestimate of depreciation OH householdgoods in1929prices. Conversionto current prices is basedon the relation betweenTerhorgh's fig-thandrw
estimated
nafl
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ures for expenditures in terms of 1929 andcurrent prices. This
figure should be regarded merely as an informedguess. Solomon
Fabricant, who has made the most thoroughpublished study of
depreciation, did not try to estimate depreciationOn furniture or
other durable consumers' goods because of theunsatisfactory na-
ture of the data.61
Net change in household goods. Itemi minus item 2.
Construction by non-profit institutions.Estimated by Ter-
borgh.
TABLE VII
INDWIDUALS' EQUITY IN DURABLE HOUSEHOLDGOODS OTHER
THAN HOUSES AND AUTOMOBILES
I7 (millions of dollars)
irtijJ 1933 1934 193519161q17
Retail sales of household goods 2.47030503,5504.5005,0(5)
2Estimated depreciation 3.2273.34134113.5323,766
Net change in household goods 1-2)757 291-+139+968 +1.234
Construction by non-profit institutions gfi g ii. i 190
Estimated depredation on structures
of non-profit institutions 228 238 236 248 8o
6Net change in structures of non-profit
institutions (4,) 132 143 122 11490 ,. j 7TotaL net change (3+6) 889 434+17+854 + '.144
8 Change in instalment debt +Ioo+1004-300+300+100
9 Change in individuals' equity (7-8)989 283 +554 +1,044
5.Estimated depreciation on structures of non-profit institu-
tions. The estimate in current prices is based oii Terborgh's esti-
mate of depreciation in 1929 prices.
onsW 6.Net change. Item4 minus item 5.
VIiJ 7.Total net change. Itemplus item 6.
Change in instalment debt. A very rough estimate based
on the fragmentary information available.
ion amdM
Change in individuals' equit',. Item 7 mintis item 8.
Viii Business Saving of Farmers (Table VII!)
Part of the saving of farmers, namely, changes in their bank
deposits, cash and equity in insurance contracts, as well as their
'Cf. Capital Consumption and Adjustment, p. 139.U
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net absorption of securities and their purchases ofh)tIwh)I(!ma
chinerv, has necessarily alrca(tl)een included withsavilig ()t
individuals in these forms. A segregationis not feasihlwith the
material at our disposal. The saving of farmerswhich must
separately calculated therefore includes only thetiet investment
in new machinery, farm buildings, and livestock,adjusted for
changes in mortgage debt and in SUCh tpes of shorttermdebt as
do not enter into the computations ofindividual saving'.
Changes in crop inventories, which should logicallyhe included
had to be omitted because the dataare inadequate. This omissj,0
is partly offset by the omission of the changein liabilitiesof
farmers on account ofcrop loans.
To obtain farmers' net bLISIIiCSS savinga figure representimig
the surrender of farm real estate by farmersto othirs iniial%o
be deducted. In computing farmers'indebtedness and farmreal
estate held by non-farmers, we have used the farmindel)tCdliCSs
and real estate held by institutions. Sincethe holdings of indi-
vidual non-farmers are probably smallthis proced ti IC flit roduces
no appreciable error into the final figure for businesssaving of
TABLE VIII
BUSINESS SAVING OF FARMERS
(millions of dollars)
193319;4'a
iExpenditure on farm machinery 241 37 5i3
2Expenditure on Farm buildings i ax 350
Total (1+2) p6 ,7; 943
4Depreciauon
6Investment in livestock -1-239-75 3S
;Net change in frniers' mortgage
indebtcdncCO Ifl(jIUtI(fls 1 311 205 142 114
SNet change in farmeis short term
indebtedness to institutions I6 302+202 136 +273 g Change in institutional holdings
of farm real estates +tS6-144+;;-f-;932 10Business saving of farmers(+
1 From Table VlIl-i.
255 352 +5o +s
2 From Table VIIl-. 3 Finn, Table SiLl-3.






















farmers. In any case no error is introduced into the figure for
total national saving because farm real estate and farm debt held
by individual non-farmers is not included in individual saving
in the form of houses and securities.
The final estimate is derived from the following data:
Expenditure on farm inachzne,y. Figures for 1933-35
taken from Income from Farm Production, 1935, published by
the Department of Agriculture. Figures for 1936 and 1937 esti-
mated by the Agricultural Adjustment Administration. This
whole series is flOW being revised by the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics but the revised data are not yet available.
ExpenditureOflfarm buildings. The 1933 ligure was ob-
tained from Simon Kuznets' Conunodilv Flow and Capital For-
mation, Volume I, and is the sum of the figures given there for
farm dwellings and farm construction and repair other than
dwellings. The figures for 1934-37 are very rough estimates based
on available building data.
.Total expenditure on farm lilac/linen and farm buildings.
The sum of items i and2.
DepreciationOflfarm machinery and farmbuildings. Fig-
tires for 1933-35 taken from Fabricant's Capital Consumption
and Adjustment (pp.114and 145). FIe has used the estimates of
the Bureau of Agricultural Economics and stepped them up
slightly to correct for underreporting of farm machinery (p. ii8).
The figures for 1936 and 1937 were estimated on the basis of the
rates used in preceding years and the additions to the stock of
machinery and buildings given in items i and2.
Net value of change in farm machinery and farmbuild-
ings. Itemless item 4.
Investment in livestock. Estimated by multiplying the
change in the number of livestock on farms by an estimated farm
value, represented by the mean of the farm values at the begin-
ning and the end of each year. The final figure is the sum of sepa-
rate computations for each kind of livestock. Thebasic figures
come from Agricultural Statistics, 7937and United Stales Live-
stock Reports.
Change in farmers' niort gage indebtedness to instit u lions.
Based chiefly on the institutional holdings of farm mortgages at
the end of each year as reported in the Agricultural Finance Re-282
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view, May 1939, published by the I.S. Departtueitof Agric0. ture. Holdings of open state and national banksat the endof 1932 and 1933 were estimated by multiplying the
figure forall deposit banks given iii D. C. Horton,Long J'ijJ)ebi5 ofthe United Stales (U. S. Bureau of Foreign andDoinestj(-Commerce 1937) by the ratio between holdings ofopen state andnational banks and those of all deposit banksat iater dates.
The increase in farmers' liabilitiesto Inst1tj05lU 1934 and
1935 was more than offset by Federal Farm
Mortgage bonds which the institutions receivedin exchange formortgages. A Figure representing theamount of these bondsiSSued inex- change for mortgagesmust, therefore, be de(Ju(ie(1from the change in mortgage indebtednessto Iflstitutionin obtaining
the true change in indebtedness.The amount ofbonds sore- ceived was obtained from theFarm CreditAdministration The derivation of item7 is shown in detail in Table VIII
FARM MORTGAGES HELDBY INSTITUTIONS
(millions of dollars)
1Federa' land banks and land
bank commissioners

















1932 79331934 79351936 1937
i,to61.2742,5022,8542,8892,836
459 92 256 176 i io
1,869i,66i1.2591,055 936 9%
&p 6.io 499 488 488 501





'Thefigures represent FederalFarm Mortgage bonds.SAVING AND ITS COMPONENTS
8.Net c/lange in farmers' short term indebtedness to instil U-
lions. This figure, the computation of which is shown in Table
VIII-2, is taken chiefly from the Agricultural Finance Review,
May 1939 (p. 83). The figure for Farm Security Administration
loans outstanding at the end of igr and 1936 is estimated from
data furnished by that organization. Short term indebtedness of
farmers to commercial banks at the end of 1932, 1933, and 1935
is estimated, the estimates for the first two years being very rough.
TABLS VIIJ-2
SHORT TERM LOANS TO FARMERS
(millions of dollars)
283
g.Change in institutional holdings of farmreal estate. This
item, shown in Table VIIl-3, wastaken from the Agricultural
Finance Review, November 1938 (p. 63).Figures for farm real
estate holdings of commercialbanks for i 932-35 were estimated
by assuming that the farni real estateheld by active insured com-
mercial banks was about one-fifth ofthe non-bank real estate
held by all member banks--the ratioknown to have prevailed on
June 30 and December 3*, 1936.While this estimate may be sub-
ject to a considerable percentage error, anymistake in the esti-
mate of the change inholdings is not large enough to affect the
total carried over to the final table.
10.Business saving of farmers. Sumof items 5 and 6, less the
sum of items 7, 8, and g.
END OF YEAR
1932 1933 1934 193519361937
tCommercial banks 1,4001,100 SoS 726 594 788
2Federal intermediatecredit
banks 83 6i 56 47 41 40
Production credit associations 0 6i g. 105i8
4Regional agricultural cred1t
corporations 24 141i 87 43 26 ,6
Emergency cro' ioans ; 91 '79 107 304 115
6 Farm ity Administration 8 Soi6a
7Drought relief loans 32 66 60 57
8 Commodity Credit Corpoia-
tion 65 37 271 216 183
gTotal 3,5981462i,i6o3,3621,2261499
30Change t6 302 +202 136 +273284
TARL2 VII 1-3
FARM REAL ESTATE HEll)BY INSTI1L'lIO\S
(millions of dollars)
1932 1Q33'93-I'9j iFederal land banks anti farm
mortgage corporations 83 g 120 I3 , 2Life insurance companies 317 4656o, 616 7i- Joint stock land banks 86 82 78
















The basic figures forthe estimate ofcorporate savingare taken from incometax returns as publishedinStatistics ofIncome These figures differconsiderably fromcorjx)rate saving or dis- saving as it wouldhe if calculatedto conform to thebasic con-
1933 1934 1935 1Q36:9;7 iCompiled net profits lesstotal tax 2,379.4,6886,&, 2Cash dividends paid
3.1284.8905.94'7379 3Net saving, unadj.('-2) 4d8' -2.511-I,253 4Capital losses
i,686 297 239 142 5Capital gains
262 242 47° 8i 6Net saving, adj.(3+4-5) 3.°57 -2,46 ,48I mo' 7Depreciation anddeoletion 5,7425.6743.7015.252.0 8Gross saving. adj.(6+7) +68 + 1,218 +2,217 +2.485 +;.
1 Estimated fromDepartment of Commercefigures whichrun slightly higher than thoseComputed from Stfjj5of Incou,.
repts of currentincome and savingused in this study. it vould be necessaryto consideradjustment of thepresent figures for (i) capita! gains andlosses, (2) inventoryprofits and IOSSCS,() the write-dosvn orwrite-off of haddebts, (4) otherwrite-ups and'3
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write-downs reflecting purely book transactions. In addition it
would be desirable to correct the figures for the underreporting
of net income and the consequent understatement of corporate
saving (or the overstatement of corporate dissaving) which ap-
parently results from the use of income tax figures.
An adjustment for capital gains and losses can be made simply
by subtracting capital gains from and adding capital losses tothe
unadjusted figures, since these gains and losses are reported in
Statistics of Income.
No satisfactory data exist for adjusting corporate profits and
saving for the revaluation element in inventory changes. In any
case doubt exists as to justhow such an adjustment should he
made.
Debts written off or written down may be regarded either as
elements of cost or as revaluations. We have preferred toregard
them as elements of cost for which no adjustmentneed be made.
Even if they were regarded as revaluations. however,it would be
difficult to adjust for them because only a gross figure isreportcd
in Statistics of Income while the amount forwhich an adjust-
ment should he made is only the net baddebts, i.e., debts written
off on which no recoveries were subsequentlyrealized. No infor-
mation is at present available that would makepossible adjust-
ments for other revaluations or forunderreporting of net income.
In order to calculate gross corporate saving(net corporate sav-
ing plus depreciation and depletion charges),it is also necessary
to determine the total allowancefor depreciation and depletion.
Figures for corporations from iqto 1936 were taken from
Statistics of Income; that for 1937 wasestimated.
X Saving of State and Local Governments(Table X)
Statistics of the saving of state and lqcal governments areamong
the poorest used, and, because of themagnitudes of the sums
involved, the estimate of saving by thesegovernment units is
probably subject to as great an absolute en-or as anyother com-
ponent of the total.
Up to 1932 the Bureau of the Censuspublished financial data





SAVING OF STATE ANI) LOCAl.GOVERNMENrS
(billions of doIlar)
PARF
1 Gross saving for cities havingpopulations of Ioo,000 andover in 1933-36
$3 to, 493, 6M. and 556 million.
1933 the colnpilation of state statisticswas discontinued andsta-
tistics were collected onlyfor cities with populationsof Ioo,000
and over. Although thecollection and publicationof state statis-
tics is being resumed,beginning with data for1937, we are with-
out any reliable informationon the financial activities ofa major
sector of the economy duringthe important periodcovered by this study.
In the absence ofCensus data forstates, localities, and cities
with populations ofless than 100,000since 1932, it was necessary
to consult figurespresented in the NationalIndustrial Confer-
ence Board's series, TheCost of Govcrn,,ment inthe United States, the TwentiethCentury Fund's study,Facing the Tax Problem, an unpublishedstudy conducted by theSenate's Spe- cial Committeeto InvestigateUnemptoynment and Relief," and




1Q77'°lI95 j97 IO7 i revenues
Local
l. 2.0 2.2 2.6 2.8 2 revenues 54 53 5.5
Total revenues (1+2) 7.2
- s.
4State expenditures 2.9 2.1 2.2 2.4
5Local expenditures 5.2 5.4 5 5 5.8
6 Total expenditures (4+5) 7.2 7. R 8.2
7Capital outlays lU 1.2 1.2 1.7 t.6
8 Current expenditures (6-7) 6.2 6.s 6.5 6.5 6.6
gGross saving 1 (3-8) 2.0 1.0 1.1 i.6 1.9
to Depreciation 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
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the Social Security Board's tabulation of receipts entitled Fiscal
Capacity of States.64
The saving of state and local governments has been estimated
from the following data:
i.State revenues. The estimated total of revenue receipts in
Table X is the sum of total state and local tax collections as esti-
mated by the National Industrial Conference Board and state
and local non-tax revenues as estimated by the Twentieth Cen-
tury Fund (without description of bases and details). The figure
may be too small, since it is probably based on the relation of
such revenues to taxes existing in 1932. which ratio has very
probably increased. Total revenues exclude subventioris and
grants.
2.Local revenues. For derivation, see item i.
.State and local revenues. Item1plus item 2.
4.State expenditures. Expenditure figures for 1933-35 taken
from Facing the Tax Problem. The estimates for state expendi-
tures presented there for 1933, 1934, and 193j are based on actual
fiscal statements published in such official state reports as could
be obtained and on letters from state officials. By this method
data for 1933 and 1934 were obtained for 45 states (covering 94
per cent of all state expenditures in 1932) and in 1935 forq
states (covering 85 per cent of all state expenditures). These fig-
ures were extended by the authors to cover all states on the as-
sumption that the trend in the missing states was the same as that
in the states covered.65 The figures for i 936 and 1937 are rough
estimates based on data for the preceding years and on current
for relief, while including other grants. Again, there may be differences in the
treatment of receipts from public service enterprises (although this cannot be
checked). The Census gives the aggregate receipts of such enterprises, while the
Senate Committee's study in its instructions asks only for the profits transferred
to the general departments.
"The Social Security Board tabulation of revenues differs from the Census tab-
ulation in several respects. Federal aid is not included, although separate totals for
it are given. Agency revenues such as pension assessments are not included,
although they arc included in the Census tabulation. Tax collections made by
states as agents for local government units, however, are excluded from the
Census totals for state revenues but are included in the Social Security Board
totals. Certain other receipts such as donations and exceptional returns from sale of
property are included in Census totals but omitted from Social Security Board
totals.
65 Facing the Tax Problem, p. 97.S
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press releases by the Bureau of the Census covet lug ertajtistates
for '937.
Local expenditures.Information concern lug hxalCXI)efld
itures is in even worse form than data for states and oilocal re-
ceipts. Figures for 1933, 1934, and 1935 were estimated bythe
authors of Facingthe TaxProblem on the basis of localreceipu
and bond issues and retirements (p. 538). Their estimate for1936
was used for both 1936 and 1937. For 1933-35 the figures for local
expenditures are from $250 tO $400 million lower than thoseof
the National Industrial Conference Board. The state figuresdii.
fer by less than $too million.
State and local expenditures.Itcm 4 pIus itemr.
Capital outlays.In order to re(lu(e the figure for totalex-
penditures to one for current expenditures it wasIlecessaly to
estimate state and local capital outlays. The onlyCOntinuous
source for such estimates is the annual Census report for cities
with populations of ioo.000 and over. Material forstates is avail-
able for only one year, in FinancialStatistics of Slate and Local
Governments, 1932.On the basis of these sources a rough esti-
mate was made by computing a relative for the ratio of capital
outlays to expenditures for cities over 100,000 andcomparin
this with the ratio for states in 1932 to find the ratio forstates in
subsequent years. These ratioswere then apphie(l to the estimated
state expenditures. A comparison of the sery roughestimates so
obtained with the cost of construction bystate and local govern-
ments, as estimated by the Department of Commerce ('Recent
Developments in Construction Activity',Survey of Current Busi-




Estimated state and local
COnstruction 9041,0911,001
Comparison of Department of Commerceconstruction hgures
with those compiled by PeterStone of the Works Progress Ad-
66Because of (he crudjt', of the local dataand of the estimates furcapital outlass
the figures are shown only to thenearest hundred million dollars.





















revenue (item) and current expenditures (item 8).
10.Depreciation.65 Based on:
Fabricant's estimates of the value of all government prop-
erty (exclusive of roads and sewers) as of the end of 1932 ($20,269
million for state and local governments and $4,363 million for
the federal government; see Capital Consumption and Adjust-
ment, pp. 126 and 137).
Depreciable capital outlays during i Such outlays
are equals for state and local governments, tothose shown in item
7 minus outlaysfor roads and sewers constructed by non-relief
labor ($7o9, $875, $6o, $991, and $million for the years iq
to 1937, respectively; see 'Recent Developmentsin Construction
Activity', Table 4).
An annual rate of depreciation of 21/2 per cent (Fabricant.
op. cit., p. 136). Following Fabricant's procedure, we assumethat
depreciation on roads anti sewers is covered by maintenance ex-
penditures which are not treated as capital outlays in our cal-
culations. Such expenditures amounted to $441million in 1933;
$498 million in 1934; $ i8 million ifl 1935; $561 millionin 1936;
and $560 million in1937.according to Department of Com-
merce estimates. Thisassumption may involve an understate-
ment of depreciation, especiallysince capital expenditures have
becit increasing over the period studied. lIowever.capital out-
lays on roads and sewers by W.P.A.,C.W.A., and C.C.C. labor
68 The calculation of depreciation on hth federal and stateand local property
was revised as a result of criticism andsuggestions received from Mr. (;eorge
0. Ma'. In the original estimates some inconsistenciesexisted between the ad-
ditions to government property on which depreciation wascomputed and the
annual estimated additions to physical propertyfor I9-37- These jflcuflsist-
encies have now been eliminated so far asis possible with the rather Un-
satisfactory primary material.
8.Cnn-eu!expenditures. Item 6 minus item 7. tc q.Gross saving. Equal to the difference between current
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ministration in Constructionxpenditures and F mplo m ent
suggests that any errot involved in the former is probably on the
side of understatement. They therefore may be taken as a mini-
mum for capital outlays. Since there are capital outlays other
than construction the estimates for capital outlays in Table X
were derived by slightly increasing the cost of slate and local




are depreciated because it is not feasible to segregate
them from
other work relief capital outlays.
The calculation follows the procedure used incalculating the depreciation on one to four family nonfarm dwellingsshoin Table Vi.
ii.Netsaving. Item minus item 10.
Xl Saz'ing of the &ederal Government(Table Xl)
The federal government does not keepan inclusibalance sheet; it lists only liabilities and cashassets. Its saving canthere-




Subscriptions to capital stock and
paid-in surplus
Debt retirements
Capital outlay oF WPA, CWA. and
CCC
Total deductions(6+7+8+9+10)
Current expenditures (5i i)
Saving under 'TrustAc
IIlaenien( on Cold, ctc.
Total gross saving ('3+14')
I)epreciation
50 50 47 14
'Indudes giants to publicbodies for public works,as
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fore be computed only from statistics of its expenditures and re-
ceipts. The difficulties that arise in computing saving are due
almost entirely to the problem of classifying expenditures. Treas-
ury statistics arekept on a cash basis; capital and current expendi-
tures are not shownsejarately, and must be estimated from the
classifications now being used. In SLICh an attempt several difficul-
ties are encountered. In the first place, the classification that
seems most satisfacwry,namely, that shown for the first time in
Table 7 of the annual report of the Secretary of the Treasury for
the year ending June so. 1957, is available only on a fiscal year
basis. Monthly statistics may be found in the special mid-month
daily Treasury statement, hut the classifications used there are
not exactly the same as thoseused in Table 7 of the Secretary's
annual report. For example, the item 'public works' as it appears
in the daily Treasury statements is much moreinclusive than the
figure that appears in the annual reporttinder the same heading.
The second difficulty with the Treasury statementis that, al-
though it makes possible computation on a calendar yearbasis,
there have been many changes inclassification since iq, so that
it is almost impossible to be absolutelycertain of consistency in
allocating expenditures between currentand capital items. In
view of the apparent superiority of theclassifications in Table 7
of the Secretary's annual report,this table was used as a basis
for the computations.
'Grants to public bodies,including administration', are in-
cluded in capital outlays of the federalgovernment. The expend-
iture of these funds by the statesand localities is classified as
capital outlay but our estimateof current receipts by the states
and localities does not include them.Their inclusion in capital
expenditures by the federal governmenttherefore does not re-
sult in any overstatement of saving.
The final estimates are derived asfollows:
i.Total receipts. From annual reportsand daily statements
of the Treasury.
2.Capital receipts. Includesproceeds from the sale offoreign
securities, other proceeds of investments,and sales of government
property. Data fromannual reports and dailystatements of the
Treasury.292 PART FOUR
Seignorage. From annual reports and daily
Statements of the Treasury.
Current receipts. Item i mInUS itetlis 2 and'.
Total expenditures. From annualr('j)orts and (lails'state ments of the Treasury.
Expenditures on public works. Correspondsto the figures
shown on a fiscal year basis in Table7 of the annual report oftli Secretary of the Treasury. Experimentationwith iiijjvi(lL1Il items in the daily Treasury statementrevealed the COflhh)Sjtjo of the public works in Table7 (except for 'other publicworks') and thus made it possible toprepare figures on a calcn(laryear basis, in accordance with Table7 definitions. The itciti 'Other
public works' in Table7 was apportioned for calendar yearsIllore
or less arbitrarily since we did not know itscomposition
Loans. Taken from annualreports and dailystate,nej of the Treasury.
Subscriptions to capital stock andpaid-in surplus ofgov-
ernment corporation.c and credit agencies.Taken directly from
the expenditures in the mid-mondi Treasurystatemeti ts after
being checked against the figures inTable7 of the annual report.
Debt retirement. Fromannual reports and dailystate- ments of the Treasury.
Capital outlays of TV.P.A.,C.JV.A.. and C.C.C.Soiiieof
the work done on these projectshas taken a form that shouldlie
regarded as capital expenditure,such as construction ofroads
and bridges, but which isnot classified as 'public works'tinder
Table 7. It is impossiblefor us, with the informationnow avail-
able, to apportion theseV.P.A., C.W.A., andCCC. expendi-
tures accurately. Fortyper cent of these expenditureshave been
regarded as capital outlays.The resulting estimate islower, for the period asa whole, than the figurespresented in the Presi- dciii's budgetmessage of january5, 1939. ii.Total deductions.Sum of items 6 throughto.
Current expendituresItem rmintis item ii.
Gross saving. Item(current receipts) minus item12
(current expenditures).
Saving of trust funds.Transfers to trust accounts and
trust funds have beenregarded as currentcost of the federal gov-
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aries of the various accounts by the resulting increase in their
equity have already been included in Table i under the heading
'Individual Saving iii Liquid ForniInsuraiice aiid Pension Re-
serves' (see also 'Table Ill). Item 14 therefore includes only the
increase in such minor trust accoLints as are not included in
Table1.
ir.Total gross saving. Sum of items13and 14.
i6.Depreciation. See item X, io.
17.Net saving. Item15(total gross saving) minus item i6
(depreciation).
Several items arc omitted from this computation. Changes in
supplies and inventories held by federal agencies are disregarded
except so far as they appear in the insignificant item 'sales of gov-
ernment )r0perty. In the War and immediate post-War years,
this part of tile government's assets changed considerably. It may
be assumed, however, that no serious error is involved in neglect-
ing this item during tile years with which this study is concerned.I should like to raise a minorquestion in Connectionwith Dr.
Goldsmith's extremely careful andvaluable estinlatesDr. Gold-
smith interprets the increase in thesocial securityfunds of the federal governmentas individual saving (Sec. IV,i; Ap. Table
Ill). The fact that individual savingappears as the mainpositive contributor to the national net savingin recentyears (Table i) is partly due to this interpretation.Social securityreser%'es do not
fit naturally the usual classificationinto individual,business and
government saving. It seems to rue that thereare two possible
methods of treating suchreserves.
On the one hand, socialinsurance can be treatedby analogy
with private insurance. Thisis the p10ce(lurcfollowed by Dr.
Goldsmith. According to thisanalogy, the claims ofindividuals eligible to social securitypaYments appear as individualsaving. If the government holdsan actuarially adequatereserve against these individual claimsthere is neithergovernment saving nor
dissaving. If thegovernment plans to financea part of later social
security disbursements bylater taxrevenue this liability oughtto be countedas negative saving. If,e.g., the old age insurance
scheme should be shiftedfrom thereserveSstem to the pay-as-
you-go system, then individualswould stilla((lLIire the same claims, and therebywon Id show mdi vidtia I saving. Consequently,
the government shouldbe charged withnegative saving ofa
corresponding amount. If thissystem is followed thereseems no justification for includingindividual saving onlto the amount accumulated in thegovernment reserve; rather, thepresent value of all claimsacquired should becounted as individual sav- ing. The excess ofthis totalsum of individual savingover re-


























to distinguishvoluntary and compulsory saving and to regard
the acquisition ofsocial security claims as compulsory saving.
There is, however, another possible interpretation: old agein-
surance can beinterpreted by analogy with old age assistance
schemes. Individuals do not acquire legalclaims on old age assist-
ance. Theintroduction of old age assistance would thus not lead
to individualsaving and not necessitate the posting of corre-
sponding negative saving by the government. Unemployment re-
lief furnishes another example of the same sort.Were this anal-
ogy followedthe claims acquired under the Social Security Act
would not be regarded as individual saving andthe corresponding
liability would not be treated as negative governmentsaving;
rather, the accumulation of reservefunds would be treated as
positive government saving.
It is not entirely arbitrarywhich interpretation should be
chosen. We are interested in aninterpretation that disturbs as
little as possible the comparabilityof the estimates for the period
before the enactment of the social securitylegislation and for the
period after its enactment. If it were truethat social security ac-
tually displaced chiefly privateinsurance and other privatc indi-
vidual saving, it would be preferable tofollow Dr. Goldsmith's
method. I believe, however, that it ismuch more the function of
social security to displace on ahigher level relief and assistance
schemes. If this is so, then it wouldbe more appropriate to disre-
gard the acquisition of individualclaims and to treat the ac-
cumulation of funds as government saving.
II M. A. COPELAND
Dr. Goldsmith's treatment ofsaving is an important stepforward
in a field that has hithertoproved somewhat elusive. He is care-
ful to state that his approach tothe problem runs in terms of con-
solidated balance sheets andconsolidated income accounts. He
comes to the conclusionthat saving may bemeasured as the sum
of (a) the net increase in directinvestments and net equitiesheld
by individuals (not countingcapital gains), (b) additions to cor-
porate surpluses, (c)additions to what may becalled the residual
equities of governments.1
1He does not directly mention under(c) an item for churches and othernon-profit
institutions which corresponds to'additions to the residual equitiesof governinenis'.$
2 Volume One,p. io.





A meniorandum recently prepared by theCommittee ofStatjs. tical Experts of the League of NationsOH StatLljc5relating to CapitalFormation arrives at a substantiallyidenticalConception of saving and this, despite the fact thatthe idea ofCOnsolidated financial statements is certainly not explicitin thefllemoraldtim and despite what seems a markedRobertsonian influenceThis
tG
tl
Robertsonian influence manifests itselfin a suggestionthat there
is II a time lag (and possibly a causal relationship)
between Saving l so measured and replacement expenditureson the one hafl(Jand CT money outlay for the acquisition ofnew capital goods(invest rnent) on the other. The memorandumexplicitly states thatsav- ing plus replacement expendituresmay not l)C equal toinvest- mnent for short periods. InStudies in Income andIVealth,Uolumne
C,
ce Two. Professor Haberler, also followingProfessor Robertson
argues that for short periods saving andinvestment will not, in
general, be equal. On the other hand,I)r. Goldsmith takesthe position (which since Keynes'adoption of it hascome to be
st
ch 'Keynesian') called that I (net investment)equals S (saving). Dr. an Warburton also appearsto hold that estimates ofinvestment
should equal estimates ofsaving apart from differencesin the bases fir of valuation,errors, omissions, and allowances forreplace. re ment and for internationaltransactions. He has givenan excel- lent SW statement of these sources of differencebetween estimates of saving and investment.2
I
dii
th think it is probablytrue that those who takethe position that investment equals saving(subject to the\%arhurton qualifica-
(a
ins tions), have made theempirical significance oftheir conceptions me of saving and investmentclearer than have thosein the Robert- len sonian tradition. Thusin Volume Two,I suggested that the rime various items thatcomprise 'investment'arc increases in what sh m accountant would call thetangible assets on theconsolidated balance In sheet of thecornnJuflitr and that thevarious items that comprise savingare increases in whatan accountant would call the equities in theseassets on the consolidatedsocial balance
item
Ii




no example of anitem that he or any other economist would
regard as either saving or investment but that does not conform
to my statement.
I propose to offer here an outline balance sheet set-lip to illus-
trate the problem of measuring wealth, saving, and investment.
This set-up agrees with Dr. Goldsmith and the League of Na-
tions memorandum in the conceptions of saving and investment.
It shows investment as an increase in assets, and saving as an in-
crease in equities. as I suggested in Volume Two and aswould be
expected from Dr. Goldsmith's statement. I submit that it is dif-
ficult to understand how the authors of the League of Nations
memorandum could ever have arrived at so nearly the same con-
ception unless we assume that the idea of a consolidated financial
statement of the community was somehow implicitin their
thinking.5
Various assumptions will he made for simplicity in presenting
the balance sheet set-up which follows. It is assumed, first,that we
are dealing with an isolated economy.Second, we shall deal only
with broad classes of asset and equity items: for many purposes.
finer breakdowns might be desirable. These thereader can
readily substitute itt the balance sheet set-up. Third. itis as-
sumed that all businesses are either (i) incorporated or(ii) con-
ducted by individuals who do not separate theirbusiness from
their personal accounts. Four types of entities aredistinguished:
(a) business corporations, (h) governmentsand other non-profit
institutions. (c) individuals, (d) banks (includingthose govern-
ment activities involved in theissuing of currency). Further dif-
ferentiation among types of entities would complicatethe argu-
nient but not affect its result for the present purpose.Finally, we
shall assume that the balance sheet of each entityis first arranged
in the appropriate form outlined below andthat the various
items on the balance sheets of all entitiesof each class are then
Sit might be argued that investment is a simpleand natural concept representing
merely the increase in wealth, so that no implicationof consolidated financial
statements is involved. But the notion ofwealth itself, as Professor Irving Fisher
dearly pointed out in Capital and Income in 1906. isdependent on the consoli-
dated statement idea.
In this connection, it might be noted thatthe statement by Dr. Goldsmith in an
earlier draft of his manuscript, that onlytangible assets will appear on the corn-
muniLy's consolidated balance sheet, is notstrictly true. See below where an item
'special privileges' appears, and Sec. U. iof Dr. Goldsmith's paper.298
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totaled to give us four total balancesheets whichcan be c. bined into a consolidated balancesheet for theeconomyas a whole.
Tangible assets (less valuation re-
serves)
Special privileges (patents, trade-
marks, etc.)
.Cash and bank deposits




2.Cash and bank deposits
9.Total government and institutional
wealth
i.Due from others
2.Stock in businesscorporatioos and
banks
.Cash and bank deposits
Less (it) Due to others











Less (5) Due from others





Less () Due from others




19.Net total governmentand instjtu.
tional equities
'a.Net worth of individuals
19.Total
D. Banks (includingcurrency issuing agencies)
t.Monetatgold and silver stock ii.Total currency and depositliabili. Other tangibleassets
ties (less till money ai,d interbank Due from others
deposits)
is.Due to others
Stock (capital, surplus andundi.
vided profits) 9.Total
'9.Total





























the corresponding items on the creditors' books. 'Reserve for had debts' jc to be
deducted from 'receivables'.
'Discrepancy in liability valuations' is defined as total due to others (Al t+Bi 1-4--
Cii+D12) minus total due from others (A5+Bs+Ci+D3). This discrepancy may
be a negative quantity.
'Discrepancy in stock valuations' is defined as total stock outstanding (Ai2+l')t).
less net of adjustment items (n.e.c.) (A4) and less total stock held by all parties
(A6+B4+C2). This discrepancy may be a negative quantity. It is assumed that
A4 is chiefly 'deferred promotion and organization expense' and may be treated
for convenience as if it were a kind of stock discount, so that Al2A4 in some
sense equals the net book value of the proprietorship equity of corporations.
E.Consolidated Balance Sheet of the Economy





ii.Residual equities of governments
and non-profit institutions (B12)
12.Net worth of individuals (C 12)
i. Discrepancy in liability valuations
14.Discrepancy in stock valuation'.
19.Total 'ultimate' equities
We may assume that E3 is small and that increments, apart
from capital revaluations, may be neglected. Etis almost cer-
tainly small enough to be neglected.
'Net new investment' may be defined as the net increase in
Et + E2, before any capital revaluations.
'Net saving' may be defined as the net increase in Eli + E12 +
E14, before capital revaluations. The increase in Ei4 may be ap-.
proximated by 'net additions to surpluses of business corpora-
tions and banks'; so that saving equals 'individual saving' plus
'government saving' plus additions to surpluses ofbusiness cor-
porations and banks.
It will be noted that these items correspondrespectively to
items () and (i) under Part II on page ii of the Leagueof Na-
tions memorandum. This seems to substantiate theview that the
consolidated balance sheet approach is implicit in the Leagueof
Nations memorandum.
The balance sheet approach has an importantcorollary for the
view6 that currency and bank deposits accountfor differences in
timing of movements of the items 'net saving'and 'net invest-
ment'. Since currency and bank depositscancel out and do not
appear on the consolidatedbalance sheet, it would seem that they
cannot explain differencesin movements of Et + E2 on the one
See League of Nations memorandum, pp.8 and i6.'300
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hand and F: ii4- F 12 + F. 14 011 the other.Moreover the
balance sheet approachcasts grave doubt upon the
of stça difference in timing, when theitems are (fCfjfle(las Oil pagesii ff of the League of NationsmemorandiiyiIndeed itprovidesa clear-cut way of defining Iand S. accordingto vlli(h theequality between them is validwhatever the lengthof the time
inter%al to which tile measurementaapply.
The balance sheetapproach has one furtherimportantadvan. tage. It provides severalequations which 'iiake
POssil)ie St1I)Stitu tion of onegroup of items for anotherin makinglneasIIremeii Sincestatistjcaj data for severalitems that wouldhelp inmeasure. ments of saving are riot available,this possibilit)of shiftiiigfrom one set of items to another isparticularlyimportant I Suggest that tillsbalance sheet set-ti1)might vcllleplace the diagram onpage goEthe League of Nations
memmmom-ammdtmni What is there referredto as Cross-sectioji2 would appear inthis bal- aiice sheet set-upas an analysis of changesin some ofthe items that cancelout in the process ofconsolidation Suchan analysis is, of course, highlyuseful in revealingtheprocesses of capital formation.
II! E. L.DULLES
In commentingupon Dr. Goldsmith'spaper, Dr. Coimques- tioned the classificationof fundsaccumulated under theold-age insuranceprogram as saving ofindividuals andsuggested that these funds begrouped withgovernment saving. Theaccounting procedure employed byDr. Goldsmithis valid, andthere is no question of (or under-counting)the old-agere- serve funds in the totalof nationalsaving. The specificclassifica. tion of these fundsas individual saving,however, isopen to ques- tion. Therearc many economit-,as well as legal,aspects involved in theclassification of thesefuns andno mnetfio(l of treating them iscompletely adequate,A more signifl(-antapproach seems to be to classifythe fundsdep)sited in thereserve account as government saving. Severalreasons for tillsconclusion may be indicated briefly.


















does not have to his credit an earmarked portion of the account,
he cannot claim refunds of total contributions, nor can he borrow
against accumulated funds. What the contributor actually has is
a claim onthe federal government for a benefit to be received at
a future dateand this benefit is subject to certain eligibility
qualifications determined by social insurance principles which
restrict payments to certain groups of contributors. Moreover,
the lump-sum payment provision under tile present act is even
now being revised and the money-hack principle replaced by
current insurance protection.
Second, the reserve mechanism set up for old-age insurance
does not necessarily reflect completely either amounts of contri-
butions or accumulating benefit rights and it seems desirable to
make the volume of individual savings independent of the
financial policy of a particular government program. Legally, the
claims to benefits are not dependent upon the financial structure
of old-age insurance and benefits will be paid irrespective of the
type of financial policy followed. If a reserve fund is notbuilt up
and 'saved' the government may have a larger burden to finance
in the future because of the failure to make prior provision for a
completely self-financed system. It is unthinkable, however, that
the individual's claim to benefits would not be honored.
Still another consideration suggests that the reserve be classi-
fied as government saving. Although the deductions from con-
suming power or spending, resulting from contributions, gives
some basis for counting them assaving by individuals, this is no
more true of contributions for old-ageinsurance on a year-to-year
basis than it is for tax payments generally. Furthermore, once
contributions are paid, control of the accumulated funds isin
the hands of the government, and the government directsthe use
of the funds into saving or consumption channels.
IV A. G. HART
Dr. Goldsmith's paper, so far as I am aware,is the first attempt
to use for the analysis of saving therich supply of new data that
have been built up in the last few years. In consequenceboth of
this better statistical foundation and of theextremely workman-$02
like procedure hehas followed, Dr.Goldsmith'sestimatesfor 1933-37 impress me as muchmore secure thanany of thej. mates for pre-depressionyears which makeup theexisting statistical literatureon saving. Numerousdetailsare opento revisionalong lines I shallsuggest in amomentbut Iam confident that the generaloutlines of Dr.Goldsmith'sre$u) will prove unassailable.
One basic statisticallimitation shouldbe emphasizedat the outset. As Dr. Goldsmithnotes, the paucityof incomeand ex- penditure data for theupper incomegroups makes itnecessary to estimate the saving ofindividuals bya method ofha1ancesht comparison. Butbalance-sheet dataalso areunavailable,so as direct data fromindividualsgo. Their place issuppliel by over-all figuresobtained from theaccounts of creditiflstitutiop,, etc., supplemented bydata oii durableconsumers' goods.For purposes of using globalsaving estimatesas a rough checkon investment estimates,or of determiningthe types ofassets into which saving ofindividuals flow,this is nota fatal defect.But it leaves us helplessbefore fascinatingpuzzles suchas the differences in saving habitsof differentincome groups indifferent phases of the cycle.Dr. Goldsmith'slist of neededimprovements inthe statistical material(IV,) should includesample income,ex- penditure, andbalance-sheet datafor individuals,by income groups, extending intothe upperbrackets. Several ratherimportant statisticaldetails seemto me to call for adjustment,or at least exploration.In particular: i.Estimates of thesaving of localgovernments (Ap. TableX) seem to correspondroughly to therise in theircash balances plus theshrinkage intheir bondeddebt, that is,to the shift toward creditorshipin their visibledebt position.Allowance should also bemade, however,for the importantinvisible re- ceivable itemof accruedtaxes, whichdoubtless fell appreciably in 1933-37as delinquencywas reduced. Someof the savingat- tributed to localgovernments shouldproperly be ascribedtO thesetaxpayers. Asa partial offset,unpaid bills, salaries,etc., must have beenreduced.










The figures used for corporations are from corporation balance
sheets. Checks in the mails between corporations have been de-
ducted by senders, but not added to balances of prospective re-
cipients; reciprocally, receivables are overreported by the same
amount. For a method of adjustment see Currie and Krost's
memorandum on the ownership of bank deposits and my Debts
and Recovery, Table 9 note c (p. 297). Since it is only differences
in these errors from year to year that affect Dr. Goldsmith's esti-
mates, however, the net effect is probably very slight.
.The treatment of deposits in closed banks (Ap. Table 1-2)
involves a valuation problem which seems to have been evaded.
Presumably valuation at face value is excessive, as the fact the
banks were closed implies losses. I should suggest valuation at
75 per cent of facevalue, for reasons indicated in Debts and
Recovery, Table 6, notes h and j (p. 293). As to the proportion to
be ascribed to individuals, the recently publishedstudy of failed
banks by the F.D.1.C. may suggest revision.
4.The estimate of security holdings of non-individuals (Ap.
Table IV-5) makes no allowance for shifts of corporateholdings
outside the investment trust field, except for tax-exempts.I
suspect that an appreciable amountof inter-corporate holdings
may have been handed over toindividuals during these years,
though I can cite no direct evidence except afall in figures for
railroad bonds held by other railroads.
.The net spread to catch changes in thedebt position of
'individuals' (which, it must be remembered,includes unin-
corporated business, etc.) seems to me toowide-meshed. It allows
only for debts secured by stock exchangecollateral, real estate.
automobiles, and other durable consumers'goods. But what of
other individual short term debt?Business debts of unincor-
porated business to corporationsand banks, unsecured bank
loans of individuals, book credit ofindividuals with incorporated
merchants, and 'personal loans' areimportant classes of debt
which slip through the net. The only easyprocedure I can suggest
is a very audacious and riskyresidual method devised by Eugene
Adams of the National CityBank. For i-35 this gives a
cumulative shrinkage of individualshort term debt of $6.2 bil-













l)r. Goldsmith'sestimateShOWSa growth of$700mill ionin j stalment debt anda shrinkage of $6I4million insecurityloans. It is possible. then,that some sizeablefish haveescaped thenet, though my residualestimate must beregardedas a statistical tour de force ratherthan a genuinemeasurement. Theindicateti remedy is anattempt to locate andmeasure themissing debt items. Incidentally,if sucha search confirmsmy estimate,the gap between Dr.Goldsmith's savingsestimates andDr. Kuznets' figures forinvestment will beappreciablynarrowed. From the standpointof the analystinterested inbusin fluctuations, Dr.Goldsmith's estimatesillumine twovery critical points. One isthe astoundingextent to whichthe privateindi- vidual duringthe recoveryperiod insistedon putting hissaving into animprovement of hiscreditorposition. The wholemdi- vi(lual savingseems to have takenthe form ofbank depositsand insurance cashvalues: or ifmy finding onshort termdebts is accepted, theform of bankdeposits, insurancecash values,and reduced shortterm debt. AsCohn andLehniann havepointed out in theirAmerican TaxPolic-y 'and Iin Debts andRecovery, this indicatesa crucial qualitative'defect of thecapital market, and maygo far to explainthe partialand incompletenature of the recovery.2
The secondsalient fact isthe extremecyclical variabilityof total saving,muchgreater than thatof individualsaving. This should havebeenapparent from theinstability ofbusiness sav- ing. Plainly,individuals whoare stockholderswill not ingeneral feel impelledto save morebecause theircorporations havefallen on evil days andare payingdividendsout of surplus,or because their corporationshave failedto plow inany earnings. Probably many students ofbusiness cycleshave longbeen consciousof this fact, whichis plainenoughonce observed,but forme at least the evidenceof a widegulf betweenindividual andtotal saving has provedmost illuminating.
I GerhardCoim and FritzLehmarus.EwnomicConseqwneesof Rent Amerivdfl
Tax Po&y,Supplement sto SO4.-ial 114'cearch(i8. z Incidentally,there seenito 1w signs thatthis shift towardereditorship has beeit
hiefty in theupper incomegroups, i;diaiinga signiticant relativeshift 01
lion amongclasses; see Debtsand Reco'e,pp. ,at-6.V WALTER SALANT
As a result of the greatemphasis recent economic thought has
placed upon the phenomena of saving and investment, statistical
estimates of national saving such as those presented by Dr. Gold-
smith attract a greater interest than ever before. They are being
used not merely to measure how much income isdevoted to
capital formation but also to throw light on the movements
and level of income itself. It is thereforetimely to examine the
statistics of saving to see whether they areappropriate to these
new uses. In order todo so we must recall the meaning of saving
and analyze more exactly just what there isabout the process that
makes it important in determining the flowof income.
Saving has been considered important in determiningthe
flow of income because it has beenregarded as primarily a
negative process: a failure on the part ofthe saver to spend on
consumption goods. If the saver does notspend his income on
current output of capitalgoods, or if others do not purchase
capital goods in an amount equal to hissaving, the flow of in-
come will be reduced.This version of the process. though
strictly correct, can apparently beget unnecessarycomplications.
So far as total income is concernedis there much use in dis-
tinguishing between expenditures on differentkinds of current
output? Income is earned in theproduction of goods and services
whether they are capital goods or consumersgoods, durable or
perishable.
I THE DISTINcTION BETWEENINVESTMENT ANI) CONSUMPTION
EXPENDITURE
The reason for differentiatinginvestment from consumption
expenditure was and is still agood one, but it is necessary to
remind ourselves what it is. So far asthe theory of income and
employment is concerned, it liesin the supposition thatthe
motives to spend are different inthe purchase of consumption
goods and capital goods.
Consumers' goods yield directutilities; capital goods are




demand for them is supposed to reflecta nicees(jmste of . petted costs and returns. Durable capitalgoods are5uppoto become more or less attractive withchanges in longterm intertt rates. We have been accustomed to think of
consumptiongoo on the other hand, as perishable and their
purchases thereforeas virtually unaffected by changes inthe rate ofinterest.
movements of interest rates will notCause changes in theone Lype of expenditure to be offset bopposite changes inthe other There is another way in whichinvestment andconsumption expenditure are supposedto be significantlydifferentitis usually assumed thatconsumers goods arepurchased ou ofthe current income of the purchaser, whilecapital goodsare not or- dinarily purchased OUt ofCurrent income oreven out of fuuth acquired in the past, butare externally financed.Thus the saving and the purchase of capitalgoods are performedby different economic agents. It is thoughtthat this fact makesit necessaryo
distinguish consumption frominvestmentexpenditure inana- lyzing changes in income.Because the saver isone agent and the purchaser of capital goods,a different one, it isthought that their expendituresare less likely to fluctuatein offsetting direc- tions than if theywere the same agent, sincethere is no efficient and automaticmechanism to producethe desired relation.
A study of actualcapital expendituresand actual saving,how- ever, leads one to wonderwhether wemay not be overdoing the








































pigeonhole. Public construction, which amounted to11 per cent
of all expenditure on durable goods in 1919-37, is clearly invest-
ment expenditure according to any sensible definition, yet it
has neither of the characteristics that justify the distinction for
the purposes of monetary analysis. It is not undertaken for profit.
Nor are rates of interest and other problems incidental to private
external financing major considerations, except in thecase of
local government capital expenditures financed by borrowing.'
Consumers' expenditures on passenger automobiles and du-
rable household commodities constituted 37 per cent of total ex-
penditure on durable commodities from l9ij to 1937. Except,
perhaps for the fraction purchased for commercial purposes the
demand for these items does not reflect any fine calculation of
utilities. The terms of credit, it is true, arc important, since com-
modities of this type are so frequently sold on instalment. But it
is the down payment that is of primary importance, i.e., the
amount that will be lent, not the rate charged for it. Purchases
of these commodities, furthermore, depend greatly on current
income and the individual's prospects for the immediate future.
The capital formation of business is composed of the profit-
making durable goods par excellence. It might be expected that
expenditure on these goods would exhibit in full measure the
characteristics associated with 'investment'. Yet in the fields of
mining and manufacturing the facts seem to suggest that the
most important determinants of a firm's capital expenditure are
the level and direction of change of its current output. The rate
of interest does not seem especially important, particularly for
expenditures financed with a firm's own funds.2 Expenditures
financed in this way constitute the major part of capital farina-
tion by mining and manufacturing enterprises.
Only railroad and public utility capital expenditures exhibit
the supposed characteristics of 'investment' in appreciable de-
gree. Here we have the most durable capital equipment and the
smallest proportion of self-financing. Yet even in these fields it
lIt should be remembered that much public construction is not financed by
borrowing at all.
Although in pure theory interest rates should be as important in the disposition
of undistributed earnings and previously acquired liquid funds as they are in
determining borrowing, there seems little doubt that most firms do not calculate
as closely when they can finance themselves.308 A It .1'r o LI It
is not certain whether capital expendituresare responsiveto
interest rates or whether their behavior in generaldiffersap-
preciably from that of current expen(litures.
Nor is there a clear-cut distinction betweeninvestment and
consumption expenditures in their independence ofor depend.
ence on the level of income. The idea that investmentdemand
(the 'marginal efficiency of capital') is independentof income is
usually greatly exaggerated. We might classautomobiles, furni.
ture, radios, etc. as consumption goods and thusincrease the
accuracy of this idea to SOflIC clegrec.But the (lependenceof
investment expenditures, even excluding thosefor durablecon-
surners' goods, on the incomes of thoseho make them isstill
sufficiently great to make this a weakerground for the distinct1
than has usually been supposed.
These problems of classifying expendituresare inevitable
problems of definition in measuring savingand investment and
are relevant to measurements of thecomposition of output or use
of income. But the precedingcomments suggest that they arenot
dircctly relevant at ; Ii iii analyzingthe level of total expenditure,
income, and employment.
Some changes in saving andinvestment clearly should be dis-
regarded when the statisticsare being used in connection with
such analysis: for example, shiftsof expenditure between capital
and consumptiong000s. such as might occur if people l)egaflto
cut dowim their vacation expenditures inorder to build homes
On the other hand,mere shifts in the disposition tosave in par-
ticular forms do have directeffects on income even though
they do not result inany shift of the disposition tosave in toto.
For example, a decisionsimply to 'putmoney in the hank'
instead of buyinga house would not affect the dispositionto
If se itidride these goodsiii tOIIStIfl)J)tioll cx en'litiit may be that the mar- ginal propensity toconsume excec(Is unity for a certainr;mgc. An incrcain
income may induce peopleto increase their JMIrchascs of aticoniobjics and iadi
by a greater amoulit, gisingtheni the courage to borrowto finance the iliffereme. 4 An illustration Iresnactual events is afforded hr thechange in the federal gov-
eminent's expeliditures from reliefto public works. Soch a shift produces au
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save in toto hut it would affect income. This is the sort of
change that would be unnoticed l)y anyone who uses the ordinary
statistics of total saving (although it would appear clearly in those
of investment). It is the components of saving, as analyzed in the
paper presented by Dr. Goldsmith, that are important in analysis.
I do not mention these difficulties of definition because they
present real difficulties in the analysis of income and its changes.
On the contrary, my purpose is to point out that they do not and
that the appearance of difficulty where none exists suggests that
the distinction between investment and consumption in the
process of income-creation is perhaps overemphasized. This dis.
tmctiofl is a simplification that is useful to us in learning to
understand the process. but economists who have a firm grasp of
the theory of income and employment should be able to lean less
heavily on this distinction and proceed to the business in hand
the specific types of expenditure. who makes them, and what
determines their amount.
2 THE DATA RELEVANT TO THE ANALYSIS OF INCOME
The conclusion that over-all saving statistics do not tell us pre-
cisely what we need to know for an analysis of the determinants
of income would he accepted. I believe, by all who use the saving-
investment analysis. The justification for using such statistics
lies in the assumption that they are at any rate notfarfrom what
we really want to know. This is anhypothesis we can now test in
a rough sort of way.6 Beforeelaborating on this statement, how-
ever, let us define what we want toknow in the light of the fore-
going observations.
Apparently what is relevant to the analysis of income is not the
disposition of income as between current expenses(some of
which, by the way, are merely book charges) and allother uses.
but its disposition between actual expenditure ongoods and
services and all other uses. In other words, we want toknow for
the separate areas of the economy the behavior of the gapbetween
income and income-creating disbursementsof all sortsas income
5 Another example from the federal government is the cuttingdown of public
works expenditures in the fiscal year 1938 withoutincreasing other expenditures.
We could test it more accurately if we had aconsolidated analysis of the uses of
funds by corporations.310
PART FOUR
changes, not merely thegap between current incomeand sum plion outlays.
Corresponding to theexcess of income over
incomereatjflg disbursements in some economicareas there muse be
elsewhere in the economy a deficiency. Thetwo discrepanciesmust be equal in the economyas a whole, just as saving andinvestmentare equal. A reduction of expenditureson newly producedgoo, whether capital or consumptiongoods, at one pointin theecon- omy will increase a positive discrepancy(or decreasea negative discrepancy) between incomeand income-creatingdisburse. ments at this point. But by reducingincomes it willincrease the negative discrepancy (ordecrease the positivediscrepancy) elsewhere.
This formulationmay be applied by subtractingfrom the saving figures the directinvestment of saversand adding such
current expenses as are merelybookkeeping charges.The re- mainder represents theincrease in net claims(including money) held by thesectors of the economy underconsideration. On the other side ofthe picture,we may obtain theexcess of income.creating disbursementsover income by subtractingfrom the capital expendituresfor each sector of theeconomy its saving and such currentexpenses as are merely bookkeepingcharges. This remainder is theamount of income-creatingdisbursemen financed by net sale ofclaims (includingmoney).
This procedure issimilar to thesource and use of funds analy-
sis except that it omitsthe funds raised byselling claims usedto buy claims. Forexample, if the increase(Jfederal debtwere ex- actly equal to thepurchase of preferred stock(assuming the latter to be merely a'Capital-bolstering'expenditure) no discrepancy would arise.















































The analogy of this sort of measurement to that of saving and
investment should not be pressed tOO far. It should be pointed
out above allthat its sole use would be in its application to par-
ticular sectors of the economy. Indeed, for a closed economy the
sum of thediscrepancies must be zero, since the increase in net
claim liabilities (represented by the excess of income.creating
disbursements over income) must be equal to the increased net
holdings of claims (represented by the excess of incomes over
income-creating disbursements).7
The procedure suggested could be of great value in studying
the flow of income. The methods usedin deriving the estimates
presented by Dr. Goldsmith constitute the groundwork for such
an analysis. Byexamining the propensity to increase net assets in
non-producible forms we can get an idea of the amount of outside
financing and sale of owned claims that is necessary toobtain
given levels of income. By eliminatingdirect investment by
savers this procedureis more appropriately pointed toward the
problem of the financial markets. Perhaps more importantis the
fact that it focuses our attention on the relationbetween invest-
ment on the one hand and growthin debt and equity claims on
the other. That a disposition to save large amounts athigh levels
of income requires large investment for prosperityis now gen-
erally accepted. It must sooner or later be realizedalso that in a
community with a disposition to save in the formof non-pro-
duced assets the attainment of prosperityrequires corresponding
increases in debt and equity claims outstanding.
VI R. W. GOLDSMITH AND
WALTER SALANT
The points raised by Dr. Colm and Dr.Dulles really involve two
questions:
tin fact this measurement is in substance nothingbut the difference between
gross investment and gross saving for each of themain groups in the community
and its algebraic sum must therefore be zero. Thedifference between investmellt
and saving approximates very closely what Messrs. Krostand Currie call the net
contribution to money incomes'.
Induding money. The analysis would be significant for anunderstanding of the
velocity of money so far as it threw light on thedisposition to save in that form312 I.k1
Is the saving done tinder the Social Sec urity:ict to bere- garded as government oi- individual saving?
If it is to be regarded as individual saving,shokl Itl) measured by the increase iii reserves or by theiIi(ECase in the
present value of in(lividuals' claims to benefits underthe Act, i
which case it would have to he offset bygoverlIllIent dissavitig
equal to the excess of the present value of claims
over reser%es?
If the saving performed under the SocialSecurity Act isre- garded as that of individuals, the question ofhow tomeasure it is not merely academic, sine theincrease in preseivalue of
benefit clainis is not equal to the increase inreserve.' The resere
represents more nearly what individuals havePaid. The differ-
ence between the reserve and the psent valueof the claims
would, therefore, have to he regardedas a Contribution by the
government and, therefore, as dissaviug by it if thetotal present
value of claims is included in individualsaving. If, instead,we
measure the saving by growth of timeresers es we are not really
measuring time increase in individuals'equity. Also individuals'
saving would be affected byCongressional appropriatjo,sfor
transfers to the Old Age Reserve Account.1'liis seems to intro-
duce an arbitrary clement intoindividual saving. On theother
hand, computation of thepresent value of claims must be based
on the most hazardous assumptions. Inshort, as far as question
(b) is concerned thereare objections to both methods.
As both thesetreatments prove unsatisfactory it mightbe
better to consolidate thetrust aCCounts in (jUeStioui with the
government's general accounts andto regard the increase in
reserve as government saving. Thismethod has the advantage
of avoiding question (b). Itwould not involve the questionable
Computation of changes in thepresent value of claims nor would
it imply any equalitybetween Title 8taxes and transfers to the
Old Age Reserve Account,as does the reserve system when
credited to individuals. Dr.Cohn's point that individual saving
before and after the SocialSecurity Actare more nearly com-
parable when Social Securitysaving is not creditedto individuals
does have merit.Furthermore, individual savingcan niore legiti-
mately be compared withthe Departmeimt of Commerceseries of



















'litcome Payments to Individuals' when Social Security reserves
are excludedhoin individual saving than when theyare in-
cluded. This is an important advantage when studying the rela-
tion of saving to income. Therefore, we arc not inclined to
object to the change Dr. Dulles and Dr. Coim have suggested.
Dr.ope1and is quite correct in saying that when all the
balance sheets in the community are consolidated, the equity
item is balanced not only by tangible assets hut also by special
privileges. Our statement on this subject has been corrected to
take account of this minor complication.
Dr. Hart is, no doubt, right in saying that saving in the form of
a reduction in tax arrearsnow attributed by us to state and
local governmentsshould properly be credited to individuals.
The errors involved here affect only the (hstril)ution of saving
and not the total figure because we do not take into account
changes in either taxes receivable by governments or in taxes
payable by individuals. Since we do not know how much of state
and local tax receipts represents payment of accrued taxes, we
do not know the amount that should be shifted to individuals.
The question of whether to correct for the understatement of
corporate deposits and how to do so is complicated and fairly
important since items in transit between depositors over the
year-end probably changed by several hundred million dollars a
year during the period. It may be considered on twoplanes.
First, what procedure is best designed to make this figure itself
correct, disregarding the possibility that there maybe offsetting
errors elsewhere that reduce the error in thetotal saving figure?
Second, is the understatement of corporate deposits associated
with any offsetting errors that would remain when the under-
statement is corrected, so that the correctionwould increase the
error in the total saving figure?
Consider, first, the separate correction of our estimate for
corporate deposits. for the moment ignoring deposits thatbelong
to neither individuals nor corporations. The problemis to re-
move the overstatement of individual depositsthat results from
estimating them as the residual of total deposits takenfrom
banks' balance sheets after insufficient deduction for corporate
deposits. We might reduce the residual by deducting fromthe
minuend (total deposits) the items in transit betweendepositors,
a314
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thus putting 'total deposits'on the basis of figures inthe de- positors' rather than the banks' books.Then whenwe subtract
corporate deposits the residual for individualsis on thebasis of their books. This downwardadjustment is toogreat. The itei
in transit, instead of beingcredited toeitherthe payeror re- cipient as they should be,are credited to neither. Theresult is an understatement of individual deposits,so far as thiscom- ponent is concerned. The amount of this
understatemex1t de- pends on whetherwe decide to credit these itemsto the payer
or recipient. If we want to credit thepayer, the understatement
is equal to checks in transitwritten by individuals.If we wantto credit the recipient it isequal to checks in transitwritten to the order of individuals, Whileeither alternativepresents very great
difficulties when itcomes to actual calculation, thesedjffictiltj5 seem somewhat smaller if thepayer is credited.
A second way of reducingthe residual is to adda correction to
corporate deposits. Again itseems more p actical toestimate the checks in transit writtenby corporations ratherthan those going
to them. If this method isused, however, itmust be remembered
that some checks intransit are written bygovernments. If these are not to be creditedto individuals theymust be included in
government deposits which alsoare deducted from total deposits in arrivingat deposits of individuals.
Now let us considerour understatement ofcorporate deposits in conjunctionwith certain othererrors and omissions Dr. Hart























of Individuals'deposits and to allow it to be offset by the over-
statement oftheir indebtedness.
Dr. Hart's criticismconcerning debts of individuals is justified
in principle-We have probably missed an important volume of
Individuals' debts to business corporations and banks. Whether
Dr. Hart's own attempt toestimate individuals' short term in-
debtedness is successful isdifficult to say. Part of the reduction
in debt undoubtedlyreflects write-downs of bad debts which we
want to eliminate.Part was probably offset by an increase in
debts owed byindividuals to non-reporting corporations such as
government agencies which seem tobe neglected in Dr. Hart's
computation. It seems doubtful that the netdebt repayment
we haveomitted amounts to as much as $6 billion. But we recog-
nize the necessity for fillingthis gap.
Our estimate of the changein deposits in closed banks does
not seem subject toDr. Hart's criticism of excessive valuation.
During 1935-37 the figure isalmost entirely composed of actual
payments made to depositorsand to a less extent, also in 1934
(Ap. Table 1-2). Our estimateof the change in deposits does not
and should not include lossessuffered in the liquidation of
deposits in closed banks. Losses do notinvolve dissaving as de-
fined for our study; they are merely awriting down of assets.
Dr. Hart's suggetion as weunderstand it. would introduce a re-
valuation, which we have throughouttried to exclude.
The omission of a figure [or netsecurity purchase or sale
balances of business corporationsis a defect. The main sourceof
information, the book value of non-tax-exemptsecurities as
reported in Statistics of Income, seemsaffected to such a degree
by revaluations and other extraneousfactors as to be unusable.
It may be possible however, tocompile a sample of corporate
balance sheets that is less affected bythese factors and will indi-
cate the direction andorder of magnitude of corporatetrans-
actions in outstanding securities.